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[We are grateful to R. E. Crawford, book and
periodical department manager of the Canadian
Watchman Press, for calling our attention to the
following paragraphs penned by W. M. Punshon,
who is speaking of John Bunyan, that stalwart man
of God. These paragraphs contain ideals toward
which we all should strive. Under God, may we as
workers attain these lofty objectives. EDITORS.]

A

T5RAVE, good man, who loved life
well, but who loved good better: and
who, when a thing was put before
him, and when Timidity whispered, 'Is it
safe?' and Expediency hinted, 'Is it politic?'
and Vanity suggested, 'Will it be popular?'
took counsel of. his own true heart and
simply enquired, 'Is it right?' There is no
feat more noticeable than the devout ear
nestness with which he studied the Divine
Word and the reverence which he cherished
for it throughout the whole of his life
" 'Xot perfect, nay, but full of tender wants,
No angel, but a dearer being all dipt
In angel instincts, breathing Paradise.'

"One great want of our times is a com
manding ministry a ministry of a piety
at once sober and earnest and of mightiest
moral power. Give us these men! 'full of
faith and the Holy Ghost/ who will pro
claim old truths with new energy, not cum
bering them with massive drapery, nor
hiding them 'neath piles of rubbish. Give
us these men! Men of sound speech, who
will preach the truth as it is in Jesus, not
with faltering tongue and averted eye, as
if the mind blushed at its own credulity
not discomposed, that a chemical analysis
alone can detect the faint odour which
tells it has been there but who will preach
it apostlewise, that is, 'first of all/ at once
a principle shrined in the heart and amotive mighty in the life the source of
all morals and inspiration of all charity
the sanctifier of every relationship, and the
sweetener of every toil. Give us these men!
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Men of dauntless courage, from whom
God-fear has banished man-fear who will
stand unblenched before the pride of birth,
and the pride of rank, and the pride of
office, and the pride of intellect, and the
pride of money, and will rebuke their con
ventional hypocrisies, and demolish their
false confidences, and sweep away their
refuge of lies. Give us these men! Men of
tenderest sympathy, who dare despise none,
however vile and crafty, because, the 'one
blood' appeals for relationship in its slug
gish or fevered flow; who deal not in
fierce reproofs nor haughty bearing because
their own souls have just been brought
out of prison; by whom the sleeper will not
be harshly eluded and who will mourn over
the wanderer, 'My brother, ah! my brother!'
Give us these men! Men of zeal untiring,
whose hearts of constancy quail not, al
though dull men sneer, and proud men
scorn, and timid men blush, and wicked
men revile: who, though atrophy wastes
the world, and paralysis has settled in the
church, and hazard and hardship are 'val
iant for the truth upon the earth,'
" 'And think
What others only dreamed about, and do
What others did but think, and glory in
What others dared but do.'

"Give us these men, in whom Paul would
find congenial reasoners; whom the fervent
Peter would greet with a welcome sparkle
in the eye; to whom the gentle John would
be attracted as to twin souls, which beat
like his own all lovingly. Give us these
men! And you need speak no more of the
faded greatness and prostrate might of the
pulpit; the true God-Witness shall be re
installed in their ancient moral sovereignty,
and 'by every man's conscience in the sight
of God/ "
God make us men like these!
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INCE the last General Conference session
held in San Francisco, we have been
busy with our denominational task of
doubling our membership. On page 4 of
this issue D. A. Delafield lifts our vision to
see this great undertaking, as well as chal
lenge, from both a practical and an inspira
tional standpoint. Here is food for reflec
tion.
You will be happy to see again the name
of Andrew W. Blackwood on page 6. He
is bringing us another series of two wellwritten articles, this time on "What Is
Right With Preaching Today?"
Every worker in God's cause spends some
time in committee meetings. On page 37
there is some valuable counsel from the
Spirit of prophecy on our "Conduct in Com
mittee Meetings."
We also draw special attention to "The
Pastor as an Executive," by R. R. Bietz, on
page 17.
Our singing evangelists and others will
be interested in the "Key Index to Gospel
Melodies" on page 25.
Advertising

We again draw attention to the fact that
in soliciting advertising for THE MINISTRY
we accept only such advertisements as will
be of practical interest to our workers. In
recent months we have brought you a
number of new presentations, and we are
always pleased when our readers quote this
journal when ordering from our advertisers.
Our Cover—Albany, Georgia, S.D.A. Church
IN THE fall of 1930 Frank Dudley
held a series of meetings in the
Albany, Georgia, city auditorium.
A company of twenty-one was or
ganized into a church by B. F.
Kneeland, then president of the
Georgia Conference.
The faithful believers in Albany
_
met from place to place until 1948,
when their membership numbered
forty-four and they moved into their new church
building. J. L. Everett was the pastor when the
church was built.
On Sabbath, October 6, 1951, the church was
dedicated free of debt. Carlyle B. Haynes was the
guest speaker at the dedication services.
Our membership stands at eighty-five at the
present lime, and we have a busy soul-winning
program in progress, with everyone working and
doing his part to bring others to a knowledge of
the third angel's message.
We send Christian greetings to our fellow workers
and readers of THE MINISTRY.
W. O. COE, Pastor.
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Facing the Task of Doubling Our Church Membership
D. A. DELAFIELD
Assistant Editor, "Review and Herald"

PART I

<HE commendable goal of
a doubled church mem
bership is being held be
fore us. We have been asked
to double our membership
during the present quadrennium. We ought individually
to take seriously this objective
and work as never before to win souls for
Christ.
How happy Heaven would be if every
being on earth would accept the gospel!
God's plan is that all are to hear th'e story
of salvation. All will have the opportunity
either to accept or to reject the message. It
is the church's business to bring the mes
sage of salvation to every man, woman, and
child quickly, and to save all we can while
time remains.
We do not know how it will be possible
for us to add a million names to our church
books by General Conference time, 1954
(and that is what a doubled church mem
bership means in round numbers, allowing
for deductions for apostasies and deaths),
unless each employed worker in our organ
ization, together with every layman, catches
a vision of his place in this program of soul
winning. Every administrator, departmental
worker, pastor, evangelist, teacher, colpor
teur, stenographer; every doctor, nurse,
medical technician; every layman who
claims the name Seventh-day Adventist,
ought now to take seriously upon his heart
the challenge of the word evangelize.

Ti

The Great Essential

A passion for souls is as essential to
evangelism as steam is to a boiler, as elec
tricity is to an electric motor, and as gaso
line vapor is to a combustion engine. It is
the spirit of man made vibrant and holy by
the Spirit of God, as the wise man said,
"The spirit of man is the candle of the
Lord." Prov. 20:27. All the native talents
and abilities of the converted life vitalized
by the Spirit of God for service this is
what we call the passion for souls.
A talk given at workers' meeting, New York Con
ference camp meeting, July, 1951.
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George Whitefield was one of the most
vital soul winners the world has ever known.
This was true not only of his pulpit work
but also of his private work with the
individual man. His passion for souls man
ifested itself with equal fervor in the desk,
in the field, on the highway, in the home,
and in the school. Whitefield traveled a
great deal in this country and abroad. He
styled himself a "gospel rover," and in a
letter to John Wesley he said, "Do you
ask what I am doing? I answer, 'Ranging
and hunting the American woods after poor
sinners.' " So intensely did he feel the ur
gency of his soul-winning mission that he
said, "God forbid that I should travel with
anyone a quarter of an hour without speak
ing to him. about Christ."
Whitefield was alert, in season and out
of season, looking for an opportunity to
preach Christ to people. We can learn
from him what the passion for souls will
do when it takes possession of a man.
The zeal for souls literally consumed all
the energies of Jesus, our Example. One
day with His disciples He stopped at Ja
cob's well near Sychar, a city of Samaria.
The disciples were hungry and went to
the city for food. Jesus sat by the well and
talked to a woman about her soul. He was
just as hungry and tired and thirsty as the
disciples, but His passion for souls was
stronger than hunger, thirst, and fatigue.
The language of His heart was, "How can
I drink from this well till I have offered
this woman the water of life?"
When the woman found Christ she also
felt His zeal for lost men. She went back
to the city and told everyone she met about
the precious friend she had found in Jesus.
Startled by her enthusiasm and faith, many
of the citizens came to Christ and demanded
of Him an explanation of the cause for
this woman's transformation of life. Jesus
taught them the way of salvation, and
after they had listened to Him they be
lieved and surrendered their lives to the
Saviour. Their words of faith expressed
their heart experience. "Now we believe,"
they said, "for we have heard him our
selves, and know that this is indeed the
Christ, the Saviour of the world." John 4:42.
THE MINISTRY

Doubtless these men were just as zealous
In proclaiming Christ as was the woman
who met the Saviour at Jacob's well. After
the ascension of Jesus and the experience
at Pentecost, Philip, Peter, and John
"preached the gospel in many villages of
the Samaritans." Acts 8:25. A great harvest
of souls was reaped in Samaria. The men
of Sychar who had accepted Christ as their
personal Saviour were doubtless instrumen
tal in preparing the field for the work of
the three apostles who came in to reap the
harvest.
Notice now how the work began in
Samaria: Jesus longed for the soul of the
woman at the well. The woman at the well
gave her heart to Christ and acquired a
passion for the souls of the people in her
village. These men gave their hearts to
Christ and acquired a passion for other
souls. Thus the work spread. Philip, Peter,
and John, burdened for lost sinners, came
to Samaria and reaped the harvest. Many
were baptized.
You will remember that when the dis
ciples returned from the city of Sychar to
Jesus with food to eat, they requested Him
in these words to partake of their pro
visions:
"Master, eat. But he said unto them, I have meat
to eat that ye know not of. Therefore said the
disciples one to another, Hath any man brought
him ought to eat? Jesus saith unto them, My meat
is to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish
his work." John 4:31-34.

When we can bring the candle of our
spirit to Christ and let it touch the light
of His life, we will burn with a bright
blaze and ignite the world with our evan
gelistic fire. We can then say with Christ,
"My meat is to do the will of him that
sent me, and to finish his work." Someday
we are going to set the world on fire with
the Advent message. Why can't we do it
now? What are we waiting for? "The spirit
of man is the candle of the Lord." If we
will bring our talents to Christ, He will
energize and activate every natural resource
that we possess and make it effective in
soul-winning work.
God Uses Simple Men

Many of us feel inadequate for the work.
We are all more or less average men and
women. None of us is a genius. Left to
ourselves, we probably would not attain
the level of the great historical characters
of the past. But God does not need geniNOVEMBER, 1951

uses; He does not need men of extraordi
nary intellect and talent. He would use
these, to be sure, if He had them available;
but generally speaking, God must do a great
work with average men like you and me.
The simplehearted but earnest Moravians
whom God used to teach John Wesley the
precious truth of salvation by grace through
faith were not aware of the fact, but the
man who learned the way of life by observ
ing their joyful experience in the things
of God was destined in God's providence
to win more than one-half million sauls to
Christ before he died, after a half century
of itinerant ministry.
You have heard of Staupitz, who was an
obscure monk in a German university. God
used him to teach Luther the way of faith.
He turned Luther's mind to Christ and
away from himself, instructing the youth
ful Martin to look to the Redeemer for
life, forgiveness, and salvation. Luther
looked, and reached out and took Christ
as his personal Saviour. The mighty Re
former was won to Christ by a simple monk
who had a passion for his soul.
Some of us have read about Wishart, the
martyr. It was his dying testimony that
turned the tables for John Calvin and won
him to Christ. Calvin's cousin Olivetan, a
humble but zealous Protestant, was also
used in leading the mind of the intelligent
Calvin to the faith of Christ.
Simple, earnest men have always been
used to accomplish wonderful things for
God.
"Ye see your calling, brethren, how that not
many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty,
not many noble, are called: but God hath chosen
the foolish things of the world to confound the
wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the
world to confound the things which are mighty;
and base things of the world, and things which are
despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things which
are not, to bring to nought things that are: that no
flesh should glory in his presence." 1 Cor. 1:26-29.

Whitefield, Wesley, Calvin, and Luther
were indeed great men of God, but they
were all won to the gospel by humble men
of God. Most of the work of the church
through the ages has been wrought by
humble men, not by those who were con
sidered great and mighty.
In a certain sense, fellow laborers, we are
all humble, average men of God. The Lord
intends to finish His work through us. Not
many of the world's great will be called
to this ministry. Naturally we want to see
(Continued on page 46)
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What 1$ Right With Preaching Today?
ANDREW W. BLACKWOOD, A.B., D.D.
Professor of Biblical Homiletics, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

PART I

REACHING "stands
B higher
in the esteem of
churchmen today than at
any time in the past forty
years. Forty years ago I was
ordained as a minister of the
gospel. During the interven
ing period I have witnessed
five trends that have led me to expect bet
ter preaching in days to come. If I felt
inclined to look on the dark side of the
picture, I could point out ways in which we
still fall short, but I thank God for these
five trends in preaching and for the privi
lege of training ministers for tomorrow.
These trends ought to interest all of us
who teach the finest of the fine arts, that
of preaching the gospel. Those who deal
with matters of delivery and we who con
cern ourselves with the preparation of ser
mons ought to look on these trends from
much the same point of view. You will
understand that I approach them as a
teacher of homiletics and not as a profes
sor of public speaking. I believe that these
five trends, or rediscoveries, ought to en
courage every seminary professor of public
speaking or of homiletics.
I. THE REDISCOVERY OF THE PREACHER.
At many a divinity school today note the
rediscovery of the preacher. In the eyes of
professors and students the preacher has
become the most important person in the
Protestant church. His work in the pulpit
is becoming the most important part of
his calling from God. Forty years ago no
professor of homiletics could have made
such statements. During these two decades
I have witnessed at least the beginnings of
a renaissance. Early in my career I watched
professors and students as they sought to
discover substitutes for the primacy of
preaching. Of late many of our seminary
professors, though by no means all, have
begun to put the first thing first. However,
they still find it difficult to keep the young
graduate from trying to manage an eccle
siastical merry-go-round.
The rediscovery of preaching has begun
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to affect every department of the seminary.
For example, think of theology. Compare
the methods of teaching dogmatics forty
years ago with the ways of presenting doc
trine today. Listen to Prof. H. H. Farmer,
of Cambridge, England. As a foremost
teacher of theology, he is addressing stu
dents for the ministry. His book The Serv
ant of the Word 1 stands second to no re
cent work about preaching. The scholar
opens his book and his introductory chap
ter with these words:
"If one were asked to indicate in the briefest
possible way the most central and distinctive trends
in contemporary Christian theology, one would be
tempted to answer, 'The rediscovery of the signifi
cance of preaching.'"

Professor Farmer makes clear that the
trend has not yet begun to show itself
everywhere in the church. But in the sem
inary world he can point to C. H. Dodd
as a foremost Biblical scholar. This pro
fessor at Cambridge University shows that
everywhere in the New Testament preach
ing stands first. His book The Apostolic
Preaching and Its Developments 2 has led
many of us to think of the apostles first of
all as preachers. This amounts to the re
discovery of a truth well known to the
fathers at the Reformation, but not to sem
inary students forty years ago.
Many Old Testament scholars have made
a similar discovery about the prophets. All
of us in the seminaries think of the prophets
as the mightiest men of God before the
coming of the Redeemer. We have likewise
learned to look on them as preachers.
Where in the history of the church can we
find more moving spokesmen for God than
Isaiah and Micah, Hosea and Amos? At
an ordination service we often sing a hymn
by Dennis Wortman, "God of the prophets,
bless the prophets' sons." In that prayer
song we implore the God of wisdom to
make the young man first of all a preacher.
Church historians also have begun to
rediscover the primacy of the pulpit. For
example, think of Dr. Ray C. Petry, pro
fessor of church history at Duke University.
He has just issued a volume of medieval
sermons in translation.3 The professor
rightly insists that seminary students and
THE MINISTRY

graduates ought to know more about the
history of preaching. So he calls attention
to sermons from the days before the Ref
ormation. Forty years ago no professor of
church history in the United States would
have compiled such a work, and no pub
lisher in the States would have expected the
venture to pay its expenses. How the times
do change!
Only one other seminary department
remains the practical. The large majority
of us who teach practical theology have
begun to put the first thing first. Now we
can give thanks because the wisest of our
colleagues no longer look on homiletics
as a waste of time, and on public speaking
as the comic supplement of the curriculum.
Forty years from now these colleagues may
even begin to look on us as intellectually
their equals!
II. THE REDISCOVERY OF THE TEACHER.
In the pastor's study note the rediscovery
of the teacher. By this I mean a popular
teaching ministry from the pulpit. Forty
years ago parish ministers read and thought
about homiletics in terms of pulpit oratory
and great sermons. Now the clergyman with
open eyes has begun to see the necessity
for more of teaching from the sacred desk.
In various quarters this rediscovery assumes
different forms. Often the situation calls for
pulpit teaching from the Bible. For in
stance, Dr. Murray H. Leiffer, a seminary
professor of sociology, has written a book
The Layman Looks at the Minister* There
he reports the results of a questionnaire
among Methodist laymen out in the Middle
West. He reports that among these Meth
odist laymen four out of five prefer the
sort of Biblical preaching that concerns
human needs today. He quotes one man as
representing many others: "We want wellprepared, well-presented sermons, mostly
Biblical in nature. We can hear book re
views and lectures on current topics else
where." You note that those laymen want
their Biblical sermons to be well presented.
Elsewhere the stress falls on the pulpit
use of doctrine. In Richmond, Virginia, Dr.
Theodore F. Adams serves as pastor of the
First Baptist church. At the end of each
year he asks the people to vote on the
morning and the evening sermon they like
best among those he has preached since the
last vacation. Near the end of June he
repeats the two messages they have chosen.
NOVEMBER, 1951

He reports that the majority of the sermons
they select have to do with prayer. Why?
Doubtless because they wish to know what
the Bible teaches about prayer, and how
the hearer can pray most acceptably. A
popular teaching ministry!
In other circles the times call for pulpit
teaching of ethics. At another large church
in Richmond the pastor reported that his
largest ingathering came after a series of
sermons about the Ten Commandments,
one at a time. Week after week he inter
preted a commandment in the light that
streamed on it from the face of the Lord
Jesus. Each time the speaker brought the
matter home to the friend in the pew. Such
a popular-teaching ministry knows how to
reach the conscience and the will. He
preaches for a verdict. Someone may ask,
"What has all this to do with instructors
in public speaking?" At first glance, ap
parently little or nothing. But let us look
more closely. A popular-teaching minister
needs to excel in what Dr. Rudolf Flesch
terms the art of plain talk.s By that he
means the use of short words and short
sentences. He lays even more stress on the
use of live words, and on the number of
references to persons, usually one at a time.
All this has much to do with delivery. How
can a minister excel in the art of plain
talk unless he knows how to speak clearly
and with contagious enthusiasm?
The way a wise man delivers a sermon
depends on what he wishes to accomplish.
Suppose that he enters the pulpit expecting
to teach a truth or a duty so clearly that
everyone present will resolve to live in this
new light from, God. With such an ideal
the man in the pulpit determines to speak
so clearly, so persuasively, so effectively,
that he will win his case with every hearer.
Such a public speaker calls no attention
to himself or to his delivery. In the words of
a well-known Scottish theologian, James
Denney, "No man can bear witness to
Christ and to himself at the same time.""
For much the same reason Charles E. Jef
ferson, of New York City, used to declare
that the best preaching voice never is heard.
In view of these facts about a popular
teaching ministry, the call comes to the
professor of public speaking. So train the
preacher of tomorrow that he will be able
to testify with the prophet of old, "The
Lord God hath given me the tongue of
one that is taught, that I should know how
to speak." Isa. 50:4.

HI. THE REDISCOVERY OF THE INTERPRETER.
In the church, at large behold a trend
that seems to some of us the most important
of all. Why then not put it first? Because
it does not as yet seem the most prominent.
I refer to the rediscovery of the Bible. Forty
years ago most of us devoted much atten
tion to Holy Scripture. Zealously we strove
to discover who wrote the various parts,
with other things in the fields of higher
and lower criticism. Now we have begun
to insist that the minister of tomorrow
ought to become an interpreter of the Book.
Alas, many a seminary graduate discovers
that he has never learned how to interpret
a paragraph or even a verse in its setting!
"With joy shall ye draw water out of the
wells of salvation." Yea, verily, but "thou
hast nothing to draw with, and the well
is deep."
On this whole matter listen to Dr. W. R.
Matthews, dean of Saint Paul's Cathedral:
"The traditional phrases and concepts of theology
are almost meaningless. They ring no bell in the
thinking of our contemporaries. The first necessity
for any Christian advance is to make clear what
Christian belief means and what kind of life it
involves. . . . We need preachers now who will do
for this generation what Robertson of Brighton
did for his." 7

What, then, did Robertson preach, and
how? During his six years at that seaside
resort young Robertson acted as the local
interpreter of the Bible always in the best
language of his day.8
In the morning Robertson would read
a text and deal with it in its own setting.
At the later service he would single out
a longer passage and give what we call an
expository lecture. In true expository fash
ion he worked his way through Genesis,
1 and 2 Samuel, the book of Acts, and 1
and 2 Corinthians. Whatever the size of
the passage in hand, he used it in meeting
the needs of the friends in the pews. Thus
he ministered to the wellborn, such as Lady
Byron, and to the common people, espe
cially the latter. During the last hundred

years he has shown more than a few of
us ministers what it means to live at
Bunyan's House of the Interpreter.
Not every minister has made this re
discovery of the Bible as an inexhaustible
source of materials for sermons today. More
than a few pastors, some of them old
enough to know better, keep scurrying
hither and thither in quest of something
to preach. They attend conferences and
devour all sorts of books in the hope that
they can uncover a lode of preaching ore,
especially if someone else does the spade
work. Such men may soon become dealers
in secondhand goods. If so, they will miss
the joys of the man who fences off a part
of the Bible and then does his own digging.
At Princeton University the newer build
ings resemble those at older Oxford Uni
versity. The stone for these Princeton struc
tures has all come from a quarry within a
mile of the university. On the same campus
the buildings erected fifty years ago consist
largely of stones imported from another
State. For some reason the imported stone
has neither the beauty nor the distinction
of what has been quarried close to home.
All this suggests a sort of parable for the
minister of tomorrow. Nowhere on earth
can he find such materials for preaching
as lie hidden in the Book that he learned
to love at his mother's knee.
Thank God for this third trend, even
though in many quarters the movement
has only begun!
(Concluded next month)
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"IT SEEMED GOOD . . ."_
C. A DEMOCRACY may be guilty of the same sin as a hierarchy, in settling solemn issues
by a "show of hands," instead of prayerfully waiting for the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, in substituting the voice of a majority for the voice of the Spirit. Of course,
. . . there may be the same declaration as in the first Christian council: "It seemed good
to the Holy Ghost and to us" (Acts 15:28). The Ministry of the Spirit, pp. 131, 132.
(1951 Ministerial Reading Course.)
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Ministerial Temptations
PAUL K. FREIWIRTH
Minister, Greater New Tork Conference

AVID CHRISTIE in his book The
Service of Christ, page 66, lists the
three outstanding temptations to
which the Christian minister is exposed:

D

"The temptation to recline.
The temptation to shine.
The temptation to whine."

Surely every worker for God has the
burning desire to accomplish as much as
possible in the short time remaining be
fore Jesus comes. And he has doubtless
given frequent study to finding ways and
means of making the very best use of his
time and strength. The Spirit of prophecy
tells us that God will judge us not so
much according to the amount of work
accomplished but rather by the spirit in
which it was carried out. Yet, if we as work
ers for Him are really constrained by the
love of Christ, it will be our constant de
sire to increase our efficiency, ever seeking
how best to redeem the time.
Considering the time-robbing desire to
recline, fatigue is perhaps the most fre
quently given excuse, i We hear repeatedly
that the work of the minister is not an
easy but a very exacting task, and to a cer
tain extent this is true, as is also every other
work men engage in. The needless repeti
tion of this, however, is a most dangerous
thing. For "as a man thinketh in his heart,
so is he"; and if the minister thinks long
enough that he ought to be tired, before
he knows it he will be!
Josephine Lowman, in her syndicated
column "Why Grow Old?" recently raised
the question, "Is Your Day-End Fatigue
Emotional or Physical?" She says in part:
"Many women and men complain of being tired
who have no reason to be. ... Probably more than
half of the time your feeling of exhaustion is
mental or emotional rather than physical. You can
check yourself in this matter by studying yourself
a bit. . . . Weariness and tensions are often the
results of a mental viewpoint or emotional frustra
tion. You may be just plain bored with your round
of ... tasks, day after day. . . . Try to discover
this in yourself. . . . Get a new viewpoint yourself.
This is entirely possible and you will find that tired
feeling disappearing." New York Post, April 9,

"Get a new viewpoint." We may be
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theless that fatigue caused by "emotional
frustration" in a minister is a symptom
of waning spiritual life. Boredom is the
result of lack of interest in a given task.
Recently I came across some thoughts
Fulton Sheen presents on this subject.
Needless to say, we cannot agree with most
of his theology, but he "hit the nail squarely
on the head" in his book Moods and
Truths. In the chapter entitled "The
Thrill of Monotony" he cites the example
of a little child, who, as everyone knows, is
full of life. If you tell him a story, he'll
want to hear the same one again; if you
build him a house of playing blocks and
knock it down, he'll want it built up again
only to be knocked down once more. The
writer goes on to show (and we say it
reverently) that God, the Fountain of life,
also loves what men call monotony. The
countless heavenly bodies move in their
appointed paths continuously, the seasons
repeat themselves annually, and the living
things of this earth have been designed to
multiply over and over each after his kind.
When the Lord Jesus walked on this earth
His work of healing, preaching, and teach
ing might also have given the appearance of
drudgery and monotony the one thing
modern man can least tolerate. But He
said, "My meat is to do the will of him
that sent me, and to finish his work." John
4:34. Meat, or food, gives strength and
pleasure, two things our modern civiliza
tion has come to seek apart from their
work, but Jesus found both of them in it.
What was the Saviour's secret? The joy of
the Lord was His strength (Neh. 8:10), and
it is a purpose that lends joy to any task.
The Joy of Ministerial Service

To make this practical, suppose I have
two sermons to prepare one for an audi
ence of fifty, another for an audience of
five hundred. Which of the two will I find
easier to work out? The one for the larger
audience, no doubt, but why should there
exist this difference? There certainly are
no physical reasons for it. To be frank, is
it not a lack of faith in my God-given task?
If we really and truly believe that God is
present where there are only two or three
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gathered together in His name, then we
will not have the size of our audience in
mind but the glory of the Lord; and the
man who is really God-conscious will cease
being self-conscious.
Sometime ago research was conducted
among the workers of a certain factory.
Although all the employees were doing the
same kind of work, those who had some
thing enjoyable to look forward to in the
evening were less tired than those who did
not. Obviously, the fatigue was largely in
the mind. The next time we are led to be
lieve that a rest is just the thing we need, it
might be well to search our hearts and to
ascertain on our knees whether, to use
George Whitefield's phrases, we are actually
weary "in the work," which must be ex
pected at times, or whether we are not
weary "of the work." Medical authorities
claim that if fatigue is not cured after a
complete rest of twenty-four hours, one
should get a medical checkup; and if this
does not reveal any organic disturbances,
the fatigue is emotional, and in the case
of the Christian worker, due to spiritual
reasons.
Roots or Branches?

Just as dangerous as the desire to recline
is the desire to shine. One of the most
subtle ways in which this temptation sneaks
up on one is through the urge to have "too
many irons in the fire" in other words, to
dabble with things which give the illusion
that one is doing the Lord's work, but in
reality one is spending his time only in
much "pious loafing," as Dr. W. Graham
Scroggie fittingly calls it. One presents the
air of being busy, but is really accomplish
ing nothing for the Lord. We read in
Deuteronomy 12:13, 14: "Take heed to thy
self that thou offer not thy burnt offerings
in every place that thou seest: but in the
place which the Lord shall choose in one
of thy tribes, there thou shalt offer thy
burnt offerings, and there thou shalt do
all that I command thee." And surely the
place "which the Lord shall choose" can be
none other than the vineyard of the Lord!
Leslie Stokes, an English Baptist minister,
tells the story of two trees that were growing
old and making preparations for any storm
that might arise. When the hurricane did
come one of the trees remained upright,
and the other one almost toppled over. Ac
cording to the story, the weaker giant asked
the stronger one the secret of his strength,
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and the answer was, "while you were adding
branches I was strengthening my roots."
We preach about the wise and the foolish
virgins, and here we have a parable about
the wise and the foolish tree. It is good" to
ask ourselves: To which group do I belong?
We know that yielding in one point
makes it easier to yield again, and this is
also true in the case of the three great
temptations that face the Christian min
ister. With the temptation to recline and
to shine comes the equally blighting temp
tation to whine. Now there are two princi
pal reasons for ministerial whining: Some
men whine because there is too much to do;
others whine because they would love to
do all there is to do, but do not find the
time or energy for it. We believe the sec
ond group is in the vast majority, and that
is a good thing, but there is a danger con
nected with it too. Because there is so much
to do, one begins to drive oneself intemperately. Now, it is a very healthy thing
indeed if one drives himself instead of be
ing pushed by others if one has a selfstarter. This can be overdone to such an
extent, however, that one defeats the very
purpose behind it, accomplishing actually
less in the long run. When Luther said
that he found it necessary to pray the most
when he was the most busy, he was not
trying to coin some bright paradoxical
saying but was uttering a great spiritual
truth. If we neglect our times for devotion,
we will actually get less done than if we
take the necessary time for it. In the one
case we will be driven by nervous energy,
which is definitely detrimental to one's
physical and spiritual health; in the other
case the life-giving Spirit of God will be
leading us and imparting its limitless re
sources.
Avoiding Work Tensions

The Lord Jesus was constantly at work,
but because He took time to commune
with His Father in heaven, He never
showed the pressure under which He was
laboring. Few things cause people to lose
confidence in a minister faster than if they
note that the pressure of his work is get
ting the best of him and he is losing his
poise and composure. Those who are truly
laboring under a divine compulsion will
also maintain a Christlike composure.
Some authorities feel that the reason why
the secret of the atom was first unlocked by
the allied scientists during World War II,
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and not by the scientists of the enemy, is
that the former worked for the love of the
righteous cause in which they believed,
whereas the latter were driven by a nervous
fear. Factually, of course, this statement
cannot be proved, but a noted American
psychologist, Dr. Wiggam, states, "Anxious
efforts to learn reduce ability to learn."
New York Daily Mirror, April 10, 1951.
Nervous, anxious efforts in any field of
endeavor, but especially in the ministry,
reduce the results.
One can never cease to marvel at the
statement in Luke 4:14 that Jesus, after the
great forty days' conflict in the wilderness,
returned, not exhausted, but "in the power
of the Spirit." Surely He had been feasting

on the hidden manna, and its limitless
resources are available to us today. The
secret of obtaining this hidden manna is
beautifully described in The Desire of
Ages, page 827:
"All who consecrate soul, body, and spirit to God,
will be constantly receiving a new endowment of
physical and mental power. The inexhaustible sup
plies of heaven are at their command. Christ gives
them the breath of His own spirit, the life of His
own life. The Holy Spirit puts forth its highest
energies to work in heart and mind. The grace of
God enlarges and multiplies their faculties, and
every perfection of the divine nature ccmes to
their assistance in the work of saving souls.
Through co-operation with Christ they are complete
in Him, and in their human weakness they are
enabled to do the deeds of Omnipotence." (Italics
supplied.)

Why I Am a Protestant
Reprinted by permission from The Gospel Witness and Protestant Advocate

I

T IS well for us to review some of the dis
tinguishing features of Protestantism. In
order to effect a reformation it was
necessary to go against the tide of almost
1,500 years of tradition, authority, and
organized formalism. To resist this power
ful momentum was almost impossible. For
anyone who broke through the established
bounds of scholasticism was considered a
heretic, and in turn quickly disposed of.
But Luther, "placing himself in the hands
of the living God," was able to successfully
carry on the revolt against Rome. This was
possible because his political theory brought
the Elector of Saxony to his aid, and
because his spiritual ideals brought a great
following from among the general public.
Some of these religious principles constitute
the subject matter of this article.
1. I am a Protestant because I believe
"in the priesthood of believers." I rejoice
to know that each believer has been invited
to present his personal case at the throne of
grace. It is not necessary to go through a
super-spiritual representative of the Church
who has a special corner on religious power
to have your petitions placed before God.
The proclamation has gone forth that each
believer is welcomed into the presence of
the Father to make known his own needs
and desires. An ecclesiastical order that
has certain spiritual prerogatives which
are beyond the reach of everyone but those
within the order is abolished. Through
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a leveling process all distinctions have been
removed. In Protestantism a religious de
mocracy is established which entitles all
believers to the same amount of spiritual
benefits. The most ordinary Christian is
in line to receive as much spiritual power
and grace as any one else. We can all have
just as much of God as we are willing to
pay the price for. He is now equally ac
cessible to every person in the same measure.
2. I am a Protestant because I believe
in being "justified by faith." Faith is the
only medium whereby we make the pro
visions of the atonement vital to our per
sonal lives. Redemption does not come by
the penitent performing deeds of righteous
ness which purify the soul. All of our effort
and striving is of no avail unless it places
us on trusting ground. No amount of
scourging and' lashing of the soul in disci
pline can bring the forgiveness of one sin,
The prescribed way to receive pardon for
all sins is found only in the hand of faith
reaching up to God's hand of pardoning
power and the clasping of these two hands
brings deliverance. The burning of candles,
the paying of money for special services,
the repetition of prayers just for the sake
of numbers, is not sufficient to gain one
moment of divine favor for the remission
of sins. It takes the blood of Christ to per
form this miracle, and that remedy is ap
plied only to the believing heart.
3. I am a Protestant because I believe that
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there is redeeming merit only in Christ's
suffering and death. The bookkeeping sys
tem that sets the amount of merit necessary
to be saved and then proceeds to hoard
all of the merit above that standard is based
on the wrong principle. In other words,
certain saints have been better than was
required for their salvation, thus the sur
plus merit which they accumulated becomes
the property of the Church. The content
of the "treasury of merit" can be applied
by the authority of the Church to those
who are deficient and that will bring the
account into balance. This supererogation
of moral units is out of keeping with the
whole appeal of Jesus. He insisted that we
were to walk in all the light that we had,
and to do less than that was sin. So if one
person has more goodness than his neigh
bor, then his responsibility is increased by
that much. So instead of accumulating a
surplus he is only keeping up with God's
program for his life.
4. I am a Protestant because I believe
in laity participation in public worship.
The use of congregational songs which en
gage the contribution of each member of
the audience will add to the total interest
in the service. The exchange of experiences
through the medium of testimonies brings
benefit to all who are in the service. The
opportunity to do personal work in in
viting others to the altar gives added in
terest in kingdom building to those who
are laymen. Thus, by spreading the number
of those taking part in the worship the
interest of the congregation is intensified
and a greater variety of activities is injected
into the service.
5. I am a Protestant because I believe
that the public worship service should be
centered around the pulpit. To have a
service in the form of a ceremony which
practically no one understands and to listen
to scripture in a foreign tongue which

practically no one can interpret is to lose
the dynamic of the gospel. The reading
of the Bible and the exposition of the same
is indispensable in bringing hearts to a de
cision and in providing the greatest amount
of constructive materials for the believer.
The power of the Word is to be found only
in its direct application to the listener as
it comes forth from the burning heart of
an anointed minister. If that pulpit-cen
tered type of worship is lost, then the evan
gelistic fervor which is so essential in the
propagation of the Gospel is absent. This
quality of evangelism must be present if
the Church fulfils its obligation to the
world.
6. I am a Protestant because I do not
believe in the infallibility of human judg
ment. To set up one person as being with
out error and incapable of making a false
interpretation is not in keeping with our
human frailties and limitations. To set
up Biblical doctrines so that a person must
accept a certain interpretation of necessity
or be guilty of heresy is going too far in
trusting finite judgment. The finest type
of devotional character is developed where
an individual believes a certain doctrine
through divine revelation and is loyal to
it because he gives personal sanction to its
meaning.
7. I am a Protestant because I believe
that every believer should combine the
secular and the spiritual aspects of life into
a functioning whole. Instead of letting the
priests do only spiritual thinking and the
laity do only secular thinking there should
be a working combination of the two fields
of thought. The spiritual should be made
practical by the secular and the secular
should be made sacred by the spiritual.
These two thought areas should not be
divorced and left in separate compartments,
but the ideal is to let them influence each
other so that both will be made stronger.

"PRAYING HYDE".
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C. DR. WILBUR CHAPMAN said this about his experience of having Praying Hyde pray
for hiih:
"He came to my room, turned the key in the door, dropped on his knees, waited
five minutes without a single syllable coming from his lips. I could hear nothing but
my own heart thumping and beating. I felt the hot tears running down my face. I knew
I was with God. Then with upturned face, down which the tears were streaming, he
said, 'O God!" For five minutes at least he was still again; and then when he knew he
was talking with God, his arm went round my shoulder and there came up from the
depth of his heart such petitions for men as I have never heard before, and I rose from
my knees to know what real prayer was." Moody Monthly.
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you want to bring honor to your name
today?" he asked. "Then why not let your
son bring you that honor?"
That won the father's heart, and consent
was given. So Alexander stepped down,
went over to the horse nobody could ride,
and in a familiar way he just patted him,
turned him around, and mounted him
without any difficulty. The crowd cheered
the young prince. When he came back and
took his place beside his father in the royal
box, his father turned to him and asked,,
"How was it you were able to do what
none of the generals could do?"
"Oh, it was very simple," he replied. "I
watched as those men mounted. The horse
/T~1 HERE should be interspersed with the was nervous, and when they attempted to
throw their leg over the saddle, the horse,
J- prophecies practical lessons of the teach
seeing the shadow, reared up in fright. He
ings of Christ." Evangelism., p. 172.
How can this be done? In a variety of was afraid of a shadow. So all I did was to
turn his face to the sun, and the shadow
ways. Perhaps you are presenting the sev
fell behind him."
enth chapter of Daniel. The different king
And that is a wonderful lesson for us.
doms have followed in succession the
Most of our problems are only shadows.
lion, the bear, the leopard, and so forth
and having emphasized Babylon and Medo- If we would learn the secret of turning
Persia, you are now dealing with Greece. our faces to the Sun of Righteousness, our
fears would disappear.
Such prophecies may become a mere his
That is a practical lesson, and it can
toric recital. But the true purpose of Bible
prophecy is to make known the gospel. be introduced into the prophecy in a per
Well, then, you might ask the audience, fectly natural way. From that particular
"Who was the great master mind that built point the sermon becomes a Christ-centered
the Grecian Empire?" The answer will be, message. You don't have to dwell on the
"Alexander." Then you could say: "Yes, point. It stands right out. The Sun of
Alexander was a great general, but he was Righteousness appears with healing in His
more than that; he was also a scientist, wings. And you could enforce the thought
by a brief reference to the cross. The full
educated in Grecian science and philoso
phy. His teacher was Aristotle, and it is glory of God streams from the cross of Cal
claimed that during Alexander's great mil vary, and we need to lead our hearers to
bask in the reflection of His glory and not be
itary campaigns he kept in close commu
nication- with his teacher. Early in life he nervous about shadows. This is a simple
showed that he was a keen observer, and example of how a practical lesson can be
brought into the presentation of prophecy.
that is essential to a scientist.
A story is told of Alexander's father, If you insert such practical lessons into
Philip of Macedon. Once he was sitting your prophetic messages, you will find that
in the royal box witnessing a demonstration you will hold the people. Such a brief
of clever horsemanship. The lords and illustration gives the audience an oppor
ladies were seated around him watching. tunity to relax^it is like a refreshing drink
R. A. A.
One after another of the leading men of of water.
the army performed to the delight of the
crowd. There was one horse, however, that
no one could mount. The experts tried and
tried, but each man failed. Alexander was Treasures of A PIPE line has been injected
but a boy of about thirteen. At last he said the Dead Sea into the Dead Sea, 200 feet
to his father, "Let me go down and ride
below the surface. It is thirty
that horse."
inches in diameter and 2,800 feet long. Through
The father said, "No, that would not this pipe, with the aid of enormous pumps, the
be safe."
Dead Sea is giving thousands of tons of useful
But the boy was a psychologist. "Don't chemicals. Free Methodist.

Practical Lessons in the Prophecies
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News and Announcements

Institute of Scientific Studies for the
Prevention of Alcoholism
EARL R. REYNOLDS
Pastor, Southeastern California Conference

THE second session of the Institute of Scientific
Studies for the Prevention of Alcoholism closed
July 20 at Loma Linda. This report to MINISTRY
readers stresses the value of this course and the
inspiration received, to encourage other workers to
enroll for the next session.
A fine array of outstanding personalities in antialcohol education had been arranged by W. A.
Scharffenberg and J. A. Buckwalter; and Dr. A. L.
Bietz, of the White Memorial Hospital, kept all
0
/
parts of the Lprogram
runningo smoothly.
With a student body of more than one hundred,
twenty-five States and four other countries were
represented, and a substantial proportion were
friends from other churches, with a real burden to
secure the scientific facts with which to accelerate
the battle against the tide of inebriety sweeping
our country. Here is a field to which we can make
a real contribution and one in which there are
earnest men and women of most Protestant de-

nominations also interested. And what better place
tor spiritual and scientific leaders to gather to
study the principles of true temperance reform
than peaceful Loma Linda? Many were the ex
pressions of appreciation for the setting and con
tent of the school.
As the value of this course becomes known, there
should be a larger representation of our own church
and conference temperance secretaries, and our
pastors would find in this school a personal blessing,
as well as securing fresh, up-to-date material for
community betterment. In such a program Advent;st ministers would find a fine area of cooperation
w; tri the leaders of other churches,
:

Ministers at Loma Linda
H. W. VOLLMER, M.D.
Health Education Secretary, Pacific Union Conference

A CROUP of ministers and their wives twenty-five
in all completed the course in medical evangelism
given in Loma Linda July 23 to August 2. We
believe that the ministers of this denomination, for
whom the course was expressly offered, will be
interested in a report on this venture,
Recognizing the need for special instruction for
gospel workers, the General Conference Committee
adopted a recommendation at the 1943 Autumn
Council: "That the special Health Evangelism
Course for gospel workers,
recently begun at Loma
Linda, hereafter be con
ducted in two sections,
. . . the Western section
being offered at Loma
Linda and the Eastern sec
tion at the Seminary."
'Although
subsequently
several courses were con
ducted under the direc
tion of the Medical De'partment, it was felt by
those responsible that the
rightful place for the
course is in the College of
Medical Evangelists and
that conducting it should
be a function .of the col
lege.
The responsibility for
sponsoring the course has
been'accepted by the re
cently established School
of Tropical and Preven
The city of Baltimore, Maryland, is well aware of the Bible Heralds Prophetic
tive Medicine of the Col
Crusade which is being conducted in the beautiful Lyric Theatre by
lege of Medical Evange
M. K. Eckenroth and his singing evangelist, Wylie Fowler, from the Ohio
lists under the direction of
Conference. Twenty of the above large 20' x 12' billboards as well as 120
Harold N. Mozar, M.D.
smaller posters have been placed at strategic locations throughout the
The plan is to couple each
city and its outskirts. Meetings are being held each Sunday evening. Elder
course with an elective secEckenroth, instructor in evangelism at the Theological Seminary, and 26
tion in tropical hygiene
of the Seminary students go to Baltimore from Takoma Park every Friday
for missionaries. Thus it
to spend the week end in visitation with interested people in that city. The
will be possible for miscampaign opened Sunday, September 16, when 1,800 people attended.
sion appointees to take
Through the registry plan in the lobby of the theater, and also from the
both the course in medical
cards signed during the meeting, the names of 1,000 families were secured.
evangelism and the inSix hundred of those attending asked that their names be placed on the
struction in tropical hy
Metropolitan Prayer List. The offering was $528. Let us pray for Elder
giene, one course to fol
Eckenroth's meetings in Baltimore as well as for the many hundreds of
low the other.
similar evangelistic meetings, large and small, being conducted around the
In planning the recently
world at this time of year.
given course Dr. Mozar
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enlisted the cooperation o£ the various schools of
the College of Medical Evangelists. In this way the
instructors were men and women who are experts
' in their respective fields, and the class received the
benefit of outstanding teaching talent: In addition,
qualified speakers from outside the college were
invited to lecture, basing their remarks on their
experience and observations.
In general the afternoons were reserved for prac
tice and demonstrations, giving the program a very
practical aspect.
In view of the instruction in the Spirit of proph
ecy concerning the preparation of a people for
Christ's coming, there can be no doubt that this
course will help fill a need for this crisis hour. Our
pastors, evangelists, and Bible instructors should
be prepared to lead the church members in a pro
gram of ministry to the physical, mental, and
spiritual needs of the world.
"Every gospel worker should feel that to teach
the principles of healthful living is a part of his
appointed work. Of this work there is great need,
and the world is open for it." Counsels on Health,
p. 390.

1. Complete file of The Day Dawn (Canandaigua,
New York: 1845-47), edited by O. R. L. Crosier.
This is our greatest need. We have some individual
copies.
2. Complete file of Hope of Israel (Topsham and
Portland, Maine: 1845-46), edited by Joseph Turner
and J. Pearson.
3. Complete file of Voice of Elijah (Montreal and
Sherbrook, C. E.: 1842-44), edited by Richard
Hutchinson, M.D.
4. Complete file of Voice of Truth (Rochester:
1844), edited by Joseph Marsh.
5. Complete file of Trumpet of Alarm (Philadel
phia: 1844), edited by Josiah Litch.
6. The Old Countryman (New York City: Nov.
20, 1833), editorial by Henry J. Pickering on the
falling stars. Very important, for an original copy
is not now available.

Searching Local Libraries for
Elusive Items
THIS is to report good progress in the writing of
volume 4 of the important Prophetic Faith of Our
Fathers set. Hundreds have spoken or written of
their deep interest in this really vast undertaking,
going forward under General Conference sponsor
ship, and of their willingness to help. The findings
are really amazing. The writing of this last volume,
as planned, is up to schedule. Half the manuscript
is written and much of the rest is outlined.
Part I (the pre-Millerite and non-Millerite writers
on prophecy from 1798 to 1840) is completed, and
proves to be of vital importance to us. The founda
tions are deeper and more solid than we had ever
supposed. The writing of Part II (the Millerite
movement itself) is half finished, and presents a
strong and fascinating case to the world. We al
ready have the most important source materials.
And Part III (our own early decades) is already out
lined. The unfolding of the sanctuary, Sabbath, and
Spirit of prophecy features is tremendously im
portant both for us and for the world. This is not
only the climactic volume but the crucial one of the
series, and is being awaited with much interest by
many noted scholars preachers, teachers, editors,
and librarians not of our faith.
A number of valuable source items have been
located as the result of my appeal through a few
union papers several months ago. Letters and long
distance calls have brought desired information.
For this fine cooperation please accept sincere
thanks. And now, just before leaving for a month's
extensive search throughout the New England
States and New York, seeking certain elusive items
in the Millerite literature, I make this further
appeal for help from our trained laymen schoolteachers, doctors, scientists, lawyers, lay preachers
as well as our workers. We need your help in search
ing anew your local libraries, together with histori
cal societies, university and seminary libraries, and
noted personal collections in your vicinity, for the
missing items which follow, and are greatly needed.
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During one o£ his visits to Brazil, D. A. McAdams,
associate secretary of the General Conference Pub
lishing Department, spent several days at the Taquara Academy, which is in the southern part of
Brazil. While he was there, J. G. Streithorst, prin
cipal of the academy, took him on a tour of the
farm. There are various ways of touring the farm.
One may walk, or one may ride in a "Cadillac"
drawn by two oxen. The academy boasts a very
beautiful farm as well as an excellent garden and
a fine chicken ranch. Most of the food served in the
dining room is produced on the academy farm. The
two young men in the picture are students attend
ing the academy.
Elder McAdams says: "It was a pleasure indeed
to spend this time at the beautiful Taquara Acad
emy and get acquainted with the teachers and
rtiHen*'. I found an excellent spirit there. At the
Sabbath morning meeting the young people stood
in a consecration service and dedicated their lives
and talents to the Master. Many workers have gone
out from this school and are now proclaiming the
everlasting gospel, some as evangelists and pastors,
and others as teachers, conference administrators,
and colporteur-evangelists."
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7. Any copy or copies of these lesser papers Sec
ond Advent Witness (New York City: 1842), edited
by Henry Jones; Herald of Truth (Nova Scotia:
1843), edited by Martin; Faithful Watchman (Sherbrook, C. E.: 1843), edited by Skinner and Hutchinson; Glad Tidings of the Kingdom at Hand (Roches
ter, New York: 1843), edited by L. D. Fleming;
Babylon the Great Is Fallen (Oswego, New York:
1844), edited by L. D. Mansfield; World's Crisis
(Kingsville, Ohio: 1844), edited by G. W. Eastman;
Voice of Warning (Utica, New York: 1844), edited
by Orlando Squires; Gospel Standard (Cabotsville,
Mass.: 1844), edited by Silas Hawley, Jr.
I still lack the following highly desirable items
mentioned in my former appeal:
1. William C. Davis, Lectures on the New Testa
ment, vol. 1. (Copyrighted at Lexington, Ky., in
1820.) He taught that the 2300 years end around
1847.
2. Nathan Banks, D.D., Introduction to Chris
tianity (New York: Methodist Publishing House,
1833).
3. David McGregor (1771-1845), pastor of Presby
terian church, Bedford, N.H. (Title of book, pub
lisher, and exact publishing date unknown; prob
ably between 1830-40.) Very important, because
though not a Millerite he held similar views on the
2300 years.
4. A. J. Krupp, "of Philadelphia." (Title, pub
lisher, and date likewise unknown, but probably
1830-40.) Likewise very important because he too
advanced a position similar to Miller's.
5. Charles B. Wheeler, of West Virginia, founder
of Rector College, Pruntytown, in 1838 incorporated
as "Western Virginia Education." About 1823 he
wrote an important book fixing upon "1843" for
the close of the 2300 years.
If you locate any of these items, kindly communi
cate this fact to me here at headquarters, and
directions will be given as to how to arrange for
photostats or a microfilm, and just how to com
plete the arrangement. I shall be grateful for your
aid, and the cause we love will benefit by your
help. Thank you. Address me
L. E. FROOM,
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists,
Takoma Park 12, D.C.

Attention, Adventist Musicians
Monmouth College offers a prize of one hundred
dollars for the best setting in four-voice harmony
for congregational singing of a prescribed metrical
version of psalm one hundred. The competition is
open to composers of all nations and closes Febru
ary 29, 1952. This is the ninth in a ten-year series.
For the words to be used and the conditions of entry
write Thomas H. Hamilton, Monmouth College,
Monmouth, Illinois.
B. G.

Workers' Meetings Afford Recreation
A previous suggestion to the field that we en
deavor occasionally to hold our workers' meetings
in a spot that provides recreation, as well as a study
of our problems, is meeting with favor. More con
ferences have launched out on the idea and report
wonderful blessings in fellowshiping together in
such a setting. Recently the Georgia-Cumberland
Conference again visited Vogel State Park in their
area. In the beauty and peace of those glorious
Cumberland Mountains a few days of rest and study
were spent. Occasional torrents of rain could not
quench the spirit of the workers who reached out
for an outpouring of the latter rain. These days
meant something to all present, for God came close
to these workers. The field will sense a stronger and
more spiritual ministry because of this retreat oc
casion.
L. c. K.

Christ in Song
WE are interested in securing copies of Christ in
Song in reasonably good condition for use in evan
gelistic choir work. If you can send such copies to
us, we would appreciate them very much indeed.
Address the Ministerial Association, General Confer
ence of S.D.A., Washington 12, D.C.
B. G.

PEWS, PULPIT
AND CHANCEL
FURNITURE
COMMUNION TABLES
PULPITS • CHAIRS
ALTARS • LECTERNS

Gothic, Romanesque, Colonial,
and Early American designs to
harmonize with every edifice.
Send for illustrated Catalog
Furniture for America's Churches
Since 1897

J. P. REDINGTON & CO.
OEPT.3O
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The Pastor as an Executive
R. R. BIETZ
President, Southern California Conference

have a sense of security. This security is evident
in the leader who has a program but who is
still open-minded to revise or discard his plans
if the group can offer something better. If the
"Ye know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise
leader is not willing to accept additional ideas
dominion over them, and they that are great exer
from the group, he puts himself in the dictator
cise authority upon them. But it shall not be so
among you: but whosoever will be great among class.
you, let him be your minister; and whosoever will
Selfish Leadership
be chief among you, let him be your servant."
Ahab, king of Samaria, is a classic example
The world exercises lordship, authority, and
of a leader who will not accept counsel. It was
this is usually done to gain certain selfish ends
his desire to secure Naboth's vineyard. The
and purposes. The Christian in position of
Scriptures tell us that the vineyard was close
leadership governs only and solely for the good
by the king's palace and that the king was will
of the group. He will help the group make ad
ing even to pay a good price. Naboth, however,
justments, solve problems, and develop its po
felt it his duty not to sell. "The Lord forbid it
tential. To give this kind of leadership takes
me, that I should give the inheritance of my
grace rather than "lording it" over the group.
fathers unto thee." 1 Kings 21:3. Ahab felt
It may not be quite so efficient as the dictatorial
insulted. He felt that his position of leadership
method, but in the long run much more is ac-'
was not respected. But he missed the point
complished, and the entire group working to
completely. It was not a matter of respecting
gether is happy and satisfied. Consider a few an official. For Naboth it was simply a problem
questions:
of being true to an honest and sincere convic
"1. Do I trust the capacities of the group, and of tion. To this Ahab was blind, because he
the individuals in the group, to meet the problems
thought only of his great position and not of
with which we are faced, or do I basically trust only
the
feelings of other people. So irked was the
myself? . . .
"2. Do I free the group tor creative discussion by king that "he laid him down upon his bed,
being willing to understand, accept and respect all
and turned away his face, and would eat no
attitudes, or do I find myself trying subtly to manip
bread." Any leader who cannot accept defeat
ulate group discussion so that it comes out my way?
is much better off in bed. He should stay there
until he can study a problem not only from his
"3. Do I, as a leader, participate by honest ex
pression of my own attitudes but without trying to
angle but from the viewpoint of others as well.
control the attitudes of others? . . .
Had Ahab stayed in bed until his pouting was
"7. When tensions occur, do I try to make it
possible for them to be brought out into the open?" over, perhaps everything would have turned
out all right. His wicked wife Jezebel, however,
CARL R. ROGERS, Client-centered Therapy
took command, and the result of her leader
(Houghton Mifflin Company), p. 338.
ship
was tragic indeed. Naboth was killed.
The members of the group eventually be
Many people have suffered a spiritual death
have toward each other as the leader behaves
toward them. If the leader is warm, friendly, in our churches because of poor leadership on
and open, the members of his group will be the part of those in positions of responsibility.
likewise. The group always identify themselves Too often we discard the will of the majority,
with their leader. They tend to emulate his and because of our official position we can get
our own way, which, as experience proves, is
behavior pattern.
To give effective group leadership, one must not always right. Those who wish to be suc
cessful in group leadership would do well to
consider the following questions:
A talk given at the Pacific Union Conference session.

T

HE best definition of a pastor executive,
to my mind, w.as given by Christ in Mat
thew 20:25-27:
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1. Do I respect people and their ideas? Skill
in dealing with people does not lie so much
in getting a man to think well of you. It might
be more important to get him to think well
of himsell'. No one man has all the wisdom,
nor does any one individual have a monopoly
on good judgment.
2. Do I, as far as possible, let people decide
for themselves? Leaders in government who
act as arbiters for various striking groups have
their best success by inducing the striking parties
to decide for themselves.
"Perhaps the firmest believer in the area-ofagreement approach is John R. Steelman, the first
man ever to hold the title of Special Assistant to
the President of the United States. For seven years
he ran the strike-settling Conciliation Service with
incredible success 87 per cent of all disputes
settled. I asked the Assistant to the President the
secret of this success.
"'Don't try to decide the quarrel for the disput
ing parties,' he said. 'Induce them to decide it for
themselves. You can't make anybody do anything.
Our whole attitude is "here TVC are, we want you to
get together.'' . . .
" 'Direct the mind of the litigants to areas of
agreement, and agreements will follow. No human
conflict is so intense that there is no common
ground. Find that ground and stay on it.' " DAVID
GUY POWKRS, Live a New Life (Doubleday & Com
pany), p. 68.
1 realize that church factions are not strikes,
as such, but the same principle can be success
fully applied.

The Raindrop Analogy
3. Can I direct the group to areas of agree
ment? In the book Client-centered Therapy a
helpful analogy is given on the important mat
ter of guiding the thoughts of people into one
main channel. It is as follows:
"All of us have observed raindrops striking
against the top of a window. Some of them, after
hitting the window, form a little stream which
carries the water to the bottom of the window.
Different streams form and give the effect of parallel
channels, each carrying part of the water to the
bottom. If, hoxvever, 1 take my finger and link a
new drop to an already existing channel, the water
will follow this channel rather than forming one
of its own. If I were able to provide a link between
each new raindrop and the already existing channel,
I would then have a steady stream of water streak
ing down the window in just one channel. Some
thing like the first description seems to happen in
most groups. . . One person will say something, and
then a second person adds a new idea but does not
always convey the relationship of his idea to the
meaning of the first contribution. The thought of
each member streams down the window in separate
channels. ... If, however, the group-centered
leader makes an effort to perceive the linkage be
tween each new comment and then conveys this
relationship to the group, the discussion takes on
the characteristics of the second description. The
discussion seems to flow down one channel, buildPage 18

ing up force as each new contribution is linked to
it. This does not mean that the channel cannot be
changed once it has started. Using the raindrop
analogy again, it occasionally happens that several
drops hitting close together may deposit enough
water to change the direction of the main channel
when they are linked to it. By relating the new
contribution to the main stream, the leader may
see the group change its stream of thought in the
direction of this new influence." THOMAS GORDON.
"Group-Centered Leadership and Administration,"
chap. 8, in CARL R. ROGERS, Client-centered Therapy
(Houghton-Mifflin Company), pp. 358, 359.
A strong pastor executive is one who can take
the good ideas of his entire group and direct
them into one main channel. If this can be
done, a tremendous force can be experienced
in each church, and much more work can be
accomplished.
Giving this type of leadership does not mean
that the pastor is to become the football of
the congregation, and that they should direct
his labors. Nor does it mean that he should
never make any decisions. A man who cannot
make decisions cannot be an executive.
"There is one requirement without which no
man can be an executive not even a mediocre one.
No matter how thorough your analysis may be, no
matter how impressive an array of facts you may
have, no matter how balanced your thinking may
be, unless you do that one thing, you cannot be an
executive. And that one act is making decisions.
Unless you turn your thoughts into actions, you are
wasting your efforts on desert air!" DAVID STARCH,
How to Develop Your Executive Ability (Harper &
Brothers), p. 47.

fairness and Honesty
4. Is my leadership fair and honest? Some
one has said that the most attractive quality
in any person is personal integrity. The idea
of putting it over or being a clever or tricky
manipulator never makes for good leadership.
It breeds suspicion. Well do I remember a
certain executive's going into a church' where
there were two factions. There were good peo
ple on both sides. They had strong convictions
and were sincere. This particular executive,
through clever manipulation and fast secretive
work, was able to muster enough votes to disfellowship the members of one faction before
they had time even to present their case. For
this high-handed maneuvering the executive
congratulated himself ron being a strong leader.
What happened to those who were excom
municated without a hearing? Naturally they
held their own Sabbath school and church
services in private homes. This continued for
a number of years. Later on another executive
came into the field, and one of the first things
he did was to take all the disfellowshiped mem
bers back into the church again. The cause of
THE MINISTRY

God suffered much because of this situation,
which really could have been averted in the
first place by a sense of fairness.
Certainly, every member of the church should
receive fair and honest treatment from the
shepherd of the flock. Honesty is not a matter
of policy; it is Christian. Sometimes church
business meetings are called the last minute,
and then in a hush-hush manner individuals
are dropped from church lists. There are times
when we do not even notify the ones concerned
about our plans to disfellowship them. For some
reason or other we do not want them around.
This is wrong! Why not give everyone a fair
chance? No harm can come by being fair to
people. What are we afraid of? Could it be that
we have been partial in our relationships with
these members, and now we are afraid to face
them in a business meeting?
May the Great Shepherd of us all help us
to put into practice the instruction of the
apostle Peter:
"Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking
the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but will
ingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind;
neither as being lords over God's heritage, but
being ensamples to the flock." 1 Peter 5:2, 3.

If we follow this instruction in our rela
tionships with the members of our churches,
then when the Chief Shepherd shall appear we
"shall receive a crown of glory that fadeth not
away."

Do's and Don'ts on Ushering
PAUL H. D. LANG

[This is a condensation of the original article
which appeared in the April, 1946, issue of the
American Lutheran. Used by permission of the
publishers. EDITORS.]

Purpose of the Service
HE purpose of ushering in church is not
merely to serve people, as in a theater or
restaurant. Its purpose is to serve God. When
the ushers see to it that an atmosphere of rever
ence and order is maintained before, during,
and after the service, they do it for God. When
they usher the worshippers to their seats, they
do it for God. When they gather the offerings,
they serve God. What they do, they do not "as
unto men, but unto God." They are a part of
the total congregation which presents itself
before God to worship Him.

T

Some Do's and Don'ts
DON'T Regard ushering in church as a
mere mechanical necessity to direct people to
their pews, or a social function which church
NOVEMBER. 1951

custom considers desirable. The whole congre
gation, and particularly the ushers, must have
the right mental attitude for the work of usher
ing. Otherwise it loses its sacred character and
will not accomplish its real purpose. No one
should be allowed to usher who is proud, overly
self-conscious, desirous of making himself
known and prominent, wants to show authority,
thinks he is doing others a favor, or has the
idea that it is a job someone has to do, and
since no one else is willing to do it, it's up to
him to carry it out. All ushers must have the
right mental attitude. Their motto must be,
"We serve the Lord Christ."
DO Recognize the importance of church
ushering. Next to the minister, the organist, and
choir,-the ushers have the most important task
to perform in the worship service. It is up to the
ushers to keep order, to help create a spirit of
worship, reverence, and friendliness in and
about the church. These things are absolutely
necessary. Without them the church service can
not be held. Furthermore, ushering is an im
portant factor in the church's public relations.
The ushers are the representatives of the church
to the people who come to worship there. Visi
tors receive their first impression of the church
from the ushers. And that impression may be
the deciding factor in making a visitor a regular
worshipper, or of causing him to go elsewhere
of winning or losing a soul to Christ and the
church.
When the importance of ushering is realized,
it will also help solve the problem of getting
people to do the work of ushering. People like
to do things that are important. That is a
challenge. It will not be difficult to find and
train a group of men for this work, if they are
convinced that they are performing a valuable
and important service. Therefore, emphasize the
fact that ushering is a great privilege and a
sacred duty; emphasize the importance of usher
ing.
Note! While ushering is important, and its
importance must be emphasized, the ushers
themselves must not have or convey a feeling of
personal importance and pride. Let him mem
orize and apply the Third Beatitude, "Blessed
are the meek." Let him learn of our Lord to be
"meek and lowly in heart." He is a servant of
God. His work is important is its relationship
to God and the worship of God, but personally
he must not feel proud and important.
DO Have regular meetings of the ushers for
the purpose of instruction, interchange of ideas,
suggestions, and discussion of experiences and
problems. In some churches the ushers meet for
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fifteen minutes before every worship service.
For example, if the service begins at 11 a.m.,
the ushers' meeting is from 10:30 to 10:45 a.m.
This meeting is opened with prayer, after which
some phase of ushering is discussed, and a final
check-up is made for the ushering in the coming
service. The advantage of this type of meeting
is that it helps get the ushers to church on time
and prepares them properly for their work. The
disadvantage is that the time is too short to
conduct a course on ushering. But whatever the
arrangement, some provision ought to be made
for the training of the ushers. They must know
what to do, how to do it, and when to do their
work.
DON'T Let anyone usher who does not
attend the training meetings, at least no one
who has not been instructed. Ushers should
understand that they cannot do their important
work properly without attending the ushers'
meetings, any more than the members of the
choir and of the Sunday school staff can do
their work without attending choir rehearsals
and Sunday school teachers' training courses.
Furthermore, do not fail to impress upon the
ushers again and again that they must be at
their posts at least fifteen minutes before the
time of service. They are acting as hosts for
God. When the people come (and we want
them to come early rather than late), the ushers
must be there as good hosts, to greet them and
take care of their needs.
DO Seat the worshippers as much as pos
sible where they want to sit. Ushers should
study the congregation, learn the favorite places
of the members, especially those that are hard
of hearing, the near-sighted, the mothers with
babies, and those who are ill. Visitors and
people who come early are entitled to the best
seats, if they want them. But no one ought to
insist on his rights contrary to the law of Chris
tian charity. Parents with small children should
be seated in the rear, so that they will not
disturb the whole congregation if they have to
leave, and will feel they can go out without
difficulty in case of necessity. For this reason it
is well to rope off the rear pews for them. In
churches which are ordinarily only half filled
it is wise to distribute the people in various
parts of the nave. This will give the appearance
of a well-filled church, even if it is only half
full. Besides, the empty seats can always be
filled later, if happily more come than were
expected. It is also important to get the front
pews filled as early as possible. That is the
secret of getting the people to the front. If you
allow the rear and center of the nave to be filled
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first, it will be very difficult to persuade anyone
to sit in the front. The reason for this is psycho
logical. It creates the impression that the front
pews are undesirable, since others have avoided
them. It also makes some people self-conscious.
Their timid natures rebel against the idea of
going down the aisle past a lot of other people.
It fills them with fear.
In large churches it might be well to have
ushers stationed at various sections of pews, and
to direct the people from one usher to another.
That will do away with a lot of parading around
by the ushers. The less of that you have, the
better. And during the service these ushers sit
in their sections, where they will become a part
of the worshipping congregation, and will be
able to serve the needs of the people assigned
to them.
DON'T Place children together in one pew,
unless they are accompanied by their parents,
or are with other older people. Don't try to
force anyone to sit where he does not want to
sit. Ushers must not express surprise or resent
ment if anyone does not follow to the place
where they want to seat him. They must try to
act as though nothing unusual had happened,
return to such a person, and kindly give him a
bulletin. No matter how provoking a situation
may be, the ushers should always graciously
give in to the wishes of the worshippers. If a
reserved section is involved, simply state that it
is reserved, and suggest another place. Don't
argue. Don't let anyone know that he is in the
wrong. Ushers should always know where the
empty places are, and never hunt for seats.
They should never run after anyone down the
aisle.
DO Give everyone a church bulletin with
the directions for the service of the day. It is
better to give such materials to the people in
seating them, than it is to distribute them at
the door. If the usher holds them in his hand
until he has led the worshipper to his seat, and
then gives him the bulletin, it will help solve
the problem of getting the worshipper to follow
him. The same thing is true of hymnals, if they
are distributed by the ushers. Some find it more
convenient to have hymnals in pew-racks on the
back of all pews. The number of hymnals must
be sufficient, of course,'for all worshippers. It
may be desirable" to give out the hymnals to
latecomers. This will make it possible for the
ushers to point out to them the particular place
in the service that has been reached.
DON'T be indifferent to the needs of the
worshippers. They should not be unconcerned
when they see that someone does not have a
THE MINISTRY

hymnal, or a stranger does not know where to
find the order of service. They should not fail
to give those a bulletin who came in and seated
themselves without the assistance of an usher.
DO Be tactful with latecomers who want to
be seated at once, even though the service is at
a point in which no one should be ushered into
church. A little study on the temperament of
such people will enable the ushers to deal with
them without causing resentment. They may
hand them an open hymnal, showing them the
place in the service which is in progress, and
pointing out to them the next part of the service
during which they can enter. If possible,
temporary seats should be provided in the
narthex for those who must be detained during
the non-entrance periods.
DON'T Welcome people when they come
to church with any backslapping expressions, or
any advances beyond a quiet "Good morning"
(evening), or "Good morning, Mr. Jones." ...
DO Conduct your work in a dignified and
reverent manner. Ushers should be dressed
neatly and appropriately for the worship of
God. They should be courteous, pleasant, and
kind. They should always "be on the job. When
their duties require them to be on their feet,
they should be erect and tending to business.
When they do not have to be up, they should
be seated so as to be absorbed in the congre
gation and actively engaged in worship.
DON'T There is no excuse for ushers
dressed in a light golf suit, white shoes, and a
loud necktie. They should not appear at a
morning service wearing a wing collar and bow

tie, which belong to evening dress. They should
never enter into lengthy conversations among
themselves or with other people. They should
not speak in a loud voice. They should not lean
against pews or the walls of the church. They
should not walk around during the service, or
leave the church, unless it is absolutely neces
sary in the performance of duty. And the time
to adjust the heating system, to regulate the
ventilation, to open and close windows is fifteen
minutes, at least, before the time of service; not
during worship, except in an emergency.
DO In taking the offerings, the ushers
should know and keep their place. They should
remember that this is a part of the worship
service. They should have an arrangement with
the organist, so that he can bring the music to
a proper conclusion as soon as the gathering of
the offerings is finished.
DON'T If the ushers go to the chancel be
fore the gathering of the gifts and again when
the offerings are brought to the altar, they
should not goose-step and march in military pre
cision. This is no parade. Nothing beyond good
order is required. No tramping of feet, no
snappy timing, or precise turning add to the
spirit of worship and reverence.
Ushers' Motto
"Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as unto the
Lord, and not unto men; knowing that of the
Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheri
tance: for ye serve the Lord Christ." Col. 3:
23, 24.

BILLY GRAHAM'S Campaign Songs
compiled by CLIFF BARROWS
Now you too can sing 107 soul-saving songs,
including all the favorites sung at the Billy
Graham meetings. The complete book words
and music to 107 songs that course with evan
gelist fire . . . many pages of photographs
of the world's greatest evangelists in action
... all beautifully printed in practical plastic
binding at the special low price bSc.
Buy at your Christian Book Store or Order Direct

RODEHEAVER HALL-MACK COMPANY
151 NINTH STREET
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EALTH EVANGELISM
Practical Christianity at Fuller Sanitarium
FRANK W. CUMMINGS
Chaplain, South Atlleboro, Massachusetts

T

HE great object of this institution should
be to improve the health of the body, that
the afflicted may more highly appreciate
eternal things." Testimonies, vol. 1, p. 564.
If this object is not continually set before the
mind, and efforts made to this end, it will prove
a curse instead of a blessing. Spirituality will be
regarded as a secondary thing, and the health
of the body and diversion will be made primary.
"If the spiritual work is left undone, there is
no necessity of calling upon our people to build
these institutions." Medical Ministry, p. 191.
Real success, then, depends in a large measure
on the spiritual help we give our patients as
well as on the building of physical health. Last
year 321 patients were admitted to the Fuller
Sanitarium, a self-supporting institution near
South Attleboro, Massachusetts. Of these, 159
were of the Roman Catholic faith, 133 were
Protestants (including 13 Seventh-day Adventists), 17 were Jewish, 11 were Greek Orthodox,
and 9 had no definite church affiliations.
Our policy has been to promote the spiritual
work here in such a way that prejudices will be
broken down. We want all our guests to know
that we are their friends, and that we are first of
all interested in seeing them happy and enjoy
ing spiritual fellowship with God. No pressure
is put upon anyone to attend the services or
listen to our message or read our literature
while here. We endeavor to stimulate interest
and arouse a desire in the hearts of all to knowmore of our truth, and we do encourage them to
become acquainted with God. But we feel that
practical Christianity lived out in our lives will
do much to win others to our faith.
The Spiritual Work Outlined
1. Parlor Services. A morning devotional
service is conducted daily in the parlor by the
chaplain (a retired minister) or by some of the
workers. From twenty to thirty persons are
usually present, and we try to make the service
inspirational. Many patients have spoken to us
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of the help and comfort this morning service
brings to them. At this time we announce our
program and plans for the day.
2. Health Lectures and Instruction. From
time to time we ask our doctors to lecture on
some phase of our health message. Disregard of
the physical laws of the body is often the cause
of illness. We feel that it is imperative not only
to get our patients well but to show the well
ones while here how to build strong bodies and
avoid future troubles by learning to obey the
laws of good health. It is important, therefore,
that we emphasize more and more this health
instruction at this institution. Our present plan
is to promote a nutrition class, using simple
printed lessons that we give away. Frequently
we secure health films and also show filmstrips
on health subjects.
3. Friday Night Program by Workers. The
nurses and workers present varied inspirational
programs on Friday nights for our guests.
Special music and readings are given, which are
much appreciated by all.
4. Monday Workers' Prayer Circle. The
workers gather for a brief time on Monday
morning to discuss the spiritual interests and
pray for special needs of patients and to con
sider the progress made.
5. Books and Literature. Our literature is
quite popular. Many tracts and books on all
subjects of our message are being read by both
patients and their visiting friends. We keep our
literature and books in plain view in several
attractive racks about the institution and also
see that books are placed in all the rooms. Your
Friends the Adventists has been placed in all the
rooms and has been reSid by many. Other in
spirational books can also be found in our new
bookcases in the parlor.
6. Bible Instruction. Patients often ask ques
tions on the Bible or on our belief, and it is
always a pleasure to study the Bible with all
who become interested. We try to take every
opportunity to give a Bible study on our special
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message as the way opens up. The printed Bible
lessons are also used. Where any interest is
manifested, patients are encouraged to study
these lessons. A group of the nurses are being
prepared as special instructors and are being
trained in the use of the filmstrip projector.
This is used in showing colored Bible pictures
to patients in their rooms.
7. Following Up Interests. Following up any
interests developed at the sanitarium has always
been a problem. We follow the plan of sending
Present Truth to all those who appear some
what responsive. Last year we sent Present
Truth to forty-two patients. Another plan we
are developing is to call personally on our
interested patients after they return home and
try to make appointments for Bible studies or
enroll them in the 20th Century Bible Course.
The chaplain has already made many calls and
offered to give Bible studies.
8. Other Spiritual Help and Church Attend
ance. Transportation is provided for patients
who wish to attend the Pawtucket, Rhode Is
land, church, and a number usually attend.
9. Visiting and Prayers. Soon after the arrival
of a patient the chaplain-calls and becomes ac
quainted with him. Often a little book is left
or a promise card given. The chaplain in some
cases makes daily visits, offering prayer and
counsel where help is needed.
One man after spending some time with us
said, "I have been reading my Bible, and now I
can see that the only true Sabbath is Saturday."
He also admitted to the chaplain that if he ever
joined any church, it was going to be the
Seventh-day Adventist Church. Since returning
to his home in another city, I believe he has
attended our church there. We are sending him
the Signs of the Times.
The wife of a prominent Providence business
man has spent several weeks with us. She states
that she is in love with the place, the people,
and the food.
A Catholic young woman who came to us for
treatment remarked to a worker, "I always
thought that my church was right, but now I
am not so sure. It seems that the Adventist
religion is the right one."

One of our patients, a beauty parlor operator,
said before leaving, "I believe that the Adven
tist Church is teaching the truth. Someday I
hope to be an Adventist." Naturally we are
following up these interests.
A few weeks ago the sister of a woman who was
here for rest was baptized and joined the Pawtucket church. The woman herself and her two
grown children are taking studies and plan to
join with us.
Just a day or two ago one of our older
patients, who is eighty-four years old and here
with a broken hip, said she was greatly im
pressed with the kindness shown to her. I began
talking to her a bit about religion and hap
pened to ask her about her church affiliations.
She said, "I'm an Episcopalian, but am plan
ning on changing."
"And what group are you thinking of join
ing?" I asked.
"The Seventh-day Adventists," she answered.
Of course that was thrilling news and reward
enough for anything we had done.
It is our constant prayer that we may more
and more meet God's ideal and that the light
of this institution may truly be a beacon of
hope and courage to many in this area.

Protest

AFTER Pathfinder magazine published
a full-page beer advertisement a
great protest went up from many subscribers.
Later stockholders voted to exclude henceforth
all beer and liquor advertising. Missionary
Worker.
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Key Index to "Gospel Melodies1
HE accompanying key index to Gospel
Melodies can be of invaluable help to the
song leader in bringing variety and greater
interest into his song service.
For instance, let us say that the song leader
has decided to sing during the song service a
solo on the second coming of Christ or on the
prospect of the Christian's privilege of seeing
Jesus face to face. He notes that his solo is
written in the key of A flat, so he checks the
songs written in A flat in this key index to
Gospel Melodies and finds songs on related sub
jects such as "Christ Is Coming," No. 180; "My
Saviour First of All," No. 192; "Where the
Gates Swing Outward Never," No. 195.
In the song service he has his accompanist
prompted so that when the congregation or
audience conies to the end of this congrega
tional song, he launches right out and without
an introduction sings the related solo in the
same key, as if it were part of the congregational
song; but naturally the audience stops singing
during the solo. In a measure this will be
startling to the audience when it is done for
the first time, but if the theme of the solo is
related to the congregational song they have
just sung, the people will immediately see the
connection, and it will go home to their hearts
with telling effect.
If you are using the congregational song
"Face to Face," No. 193, which is listed in this
key index under B flat, it is very effective when
you come to the end of the last chorus to sing
just the chorus of Charles Gabriel's song No. 6
in Rodeheavefs High Voice Collection:

close of "Marching to Zion," No. 191 in Gospel
Melodies. If the song leader is a baritone, he
can easily arrange for a tenor or soprano to
step forward at a prearranged signal and sing
the solo. Similar arrangements can be easily
worked out, with a little study, for low-voice
soloists.
If in the young people's society or in an
evangelistic song service the song leader is
privileged to have working with him a male
quartet and also a choir, sometimes a series of
three or four songs in the same key can be
worked out, and thus the intensity of the com
bination can be built up. For instance, after
the singing of a solo the quartet comes to the
pulpit, picks up without a break right where
the soloist leaves off, singing in the same key
and on a related subject now four voices in
stead of one. As soon as the quartet is finished,
the choir can come in, having been previously
prompted and thus adding their larger aggre
gate of voices to the crescendo of the theme
that is being developed. Naturally, all these
songs should be related in subject matter. With
this key index, of course, it is a simple matter
to work out such an arrangement.
The song leader should keep in mind that
very often a song can be used which is only a
half step higher or a half step lower, simply
having his accompanist change the key a half
step to fit in with whatever plan he is working
out. Thus when looking for related songs in the
key index, say in B flat, look also at the songs in
B and A, for these can be used in the key of B
flat if necessary.

"When I look in His face, His wonderful face,
In heaven, that beautiful place!
All the hardships of earth will seem nothing,
When I look in my dear Saviour's face."

Testimony in Song

T

This short little chorus coming as a coda to
the congregational song is very effective and will
be deeply appreciated by the audience. Simi
larly, one stanza of "Beyond the Sunset" in the
"high-voice" key of G No. 10 in Rodeheaver's
High Voice Collection—is very effective at the
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Another very fine plan that can be worked
out is to have the congregation give their testi
mony in song. I often tell a congregation that it
is a real thrill to lead great audiences in sing
ing, but there is one unfortunate feature about
large meetings; it is the fact that we cannot
take time for the old-fashioned testimony meet
ings, when all would have time to testify of
their love for their Saviour and their gratitude
THE MINISTRY

KEY
Jesus, I come .—.._..................
Jesus, I my cross have taken
Jesus is coming again ..._.......
O worship the King ................
Redeemed ..................................
What the world needs is Jesus
When the King shall claim ....

63
56
174
138
78
234
186

A Flat
All the way my Saviour leads
Amazing love .......-—————.-...
An evening prayer ..._..__—._..
Christ is coming ........................
Come, ye weary .... —-..—...—...
Day is dying in the west —.....
Earthly pleasures vainly call ..
Give me the Bible .—..........——
God of our fathers ...._............
Grace enough for me ...—.——.
Hail Him the King of glory
He keeps on loving us still
Higher ground ......-...-.-...———
I need Thee every hour ..........
I want to be ready .........—......
I will follow Thee ....................
I will remember Thee .-—......
In the garden ...................——...
I've found a refuge .......—...—
Jesus is passing .......-.....-—.
Jesus is real to me —.....—.......
Jesus never fails ....——— —..—
Let Jesus come into your heart
Lord, I'm coming home .........
Make the Book live to me ....
More about Jesus ......................
My Saviour first of all
........
O let me walk with Thee ......
O Prince of Peace ....
.......
Pass me not, O gentle Saviour
Softly and tenderly ................
Take the name of Jesus ..........
The beautiful hills ..................
The call for reapers ................

77
5
128
180
100
126
10
83
231
12
173
91
90
110
181
43
132
16
7
47
72
62
41
44
82
27
192
59
176
49
34
60
217
167

The day is fast approaching 172

The day Thou gavest ..............
The end of the road ................
The glory song ........................
The nearer, the sweeter ........
The waters are troubled ..........
The way of the cross ..............
This is the day of rest ............
Throw open the door ..............
'Tis so sweet to trust 1.............
To God be the glory ................
Unseen but known ——————
We walk by faith ...——...——.
Where the gates swing outw'd
Wholly Thine ............................
B Flat
A new day dawning —...—..
Face to face ................................
He lives ........... ......................
I shall see the King ................
In clouds of glory ..—..———
It is morning in my heart —
•Jesus calls us —.....—————.
Jesus, Saviour, pilot me —Let the lower lights . ..... ......
Lo, He comes with clouds ..
Lo! the day of God is breaking
O the way is long and weary
O Zion, haste ..........................
Oh, for that flame ................
Over yonder ——.............—-..—.
Rock of Ages ..... ....................

151
205
202
218
50
4
147
31
32
137
103
75
195
46
189
193
74
194
175
17
23
136
22
177
223
211
165
131
201
115

Some bright morning .... —. 183

The morning light is breaking 163
The old rugged cross ............
2
The stranger by the sea ........ 54
Up in the glory land ............ 199

A mighty fortress ....—..———. 226
America the beautiful ............ 230

INDEX

Christ arose ..............................
Creator Spirit ................_........
Hallelujah! What a Saviour!
I would draw nearer to Jesus
Jesus comes —.———.—.._——...,
Jesus is calling ..._...................
Silent night ................................
That's why I love Him ........
Then Jesus came ....................
We know not the hour .—.. .

158
107
28
117
182
37
156
92
85
171

A wonderful Saviour ..............
Blessed assurance .,..—.............
Christ returneth ......................
Dear Lord and Father ........
He hideth my soul ........_—...._.
He leadeth me ... ... ..............

18
76
170
105
18
97

Jesus is the sweetest name ..
Keep looking up
—..... ......
Lead on, O King Eternal ....
Sweet hour of prayer ..........
The beautiful garden of prayer
The first Noel ............ ....... .....
We are living, we are dwelling
Why not now? ........................
D Flat
Beneath the cross of Jesus ..Breathe on me, Breath of God
Depth of mercy ...................
God's tomorrow .... ....—.......
I will love Him in the morn.
Jerusalem the golden —.........
My home, sweet home ..........
Near to the heart of God ......
One day! . .............................
Only believe .......———...———..
Pass me not by -—...—.......——

130
25
162
123
142
157
188
40

Hear our prayer, O Lord .... 145

E

At the cross ..... ............... .......
Be with us, gracious Lord ....
Crown Him with many crowns
From Greenland's icy mount.
Holy Sabbath day .. . ............
Onward, Christian soldiers! ....
The Saviour with me -..-.—....
Thine own to be ...............——.
E Flat
A memory ..................................
Abide with me ........................
At even, when the sun was set
At the end of the road ............
Beyond the sunset .... ........ .
Break Thou the bread of life
Cover with His life ...............
God of our fathers ..................
How sweet the name ................
I am coming, Lord ...-.--.......—.
I lay my sins on Jesus ............
I love to steal away .. ..............
Jesus, lover of my soul .......—..
Jesus shall reign ........................
Just as I am ................................
Keep me .... ............................
Lead me to Calvary ................
Make me willing ........................
Master, speak! ..........................
Meet me at throne of grace ....
My faith looks up to Thee ....
My King divine ..... ...—.......—.
My Lord is crucified ................
Never part again ......... ........—
Rise up, O men of God ..........
Roll your burdens away ..........
Shall we gather at the river?
Sweet the moments ...,.—.......—
The cleansing wave .................
The shadows lengthen ............
'Tis almost time .........——.......
'Twas you who invited me
Walking with Thee, my God
We may not climb ........—......—
When I survey the wond. cross

70
106
133
204
233
196
212
124
187
14
48
71
149
120
159
150
222
64
45
94
129
127
210
220
121
6
229
69
38
67
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101
161
39
164
89
36
Ill
141
116
84
15
219
227
79
198
122
86
237
169
93
57
58
119

Where we'll never grow old
With Thy Spirit fill me ........
F
America ......................................
Be still, my soul ........................
Blest be the tie .......................
By grace alone -——..———.
Come to Jesus —...............——..
Fairest Lord Jesus ..—.............
Father, we come to Thee ......
God is with us ..........................
Hiding in Thee ........................
In a little while —.———.
Into my heart ....................—...
Is your all on the altar? ........
Living for Jesus .——-..—..—...

203
108

Melody of love - ...—....—.——
My Jesus, I love Thee ............
My prayer ................................
Near the cross ...—....—..—.——.
O day of rest and gladness —.
Praise ye the Lord ..................
Shall I let Him in? ................
Some day ...................................
Someone is knocking .............
Someone is waiting for you....
Spirit of the living God ........
Sunrise ..—..........,....—— .........—.
Sweetest story ever told ..........
Take up thy cross ..................
The agonies of Calvary ..........
The grand old story ................
The story of Jesus ....................
There's a beautiful city .....—..
To see Thy face ........................
Trust and obey ......... .............
Turn your eyes upon Jesus ....
We have an anchor ................
We've a story to tell ................
What a Friend ..........................
While shepherds watched ........
Will you meet me? ..................
Wonderful love . .....................
You must open the door ........

1
104
143
13
146
139
35
207
52
168
152
209
26
65
29
26
98
215
213
140
153
20
166
109
155
216
80
51

Longing

228
112
125
95
11
102
114
225
73
185
42
55
8

................................—... 184

G

A few more years shall roll ....
Adoration ................ . ..............
All hail the power of Jesus' .
Almighty Father ......................
At the door
.........................
By and by we'll see ..................
Cleanse me ..... .......................

208
178
118
232
179
190
87

Far from all care ..—...............
Good night -....
. ......... ......
Have you counted the cost? ....
He will hide me .. .....................
Heartaches
. . ................
How firm a foundation ..........
I am coming home
........—

144
238
53
19
66
81
33

Faith of our fathers ................ 236

I cannot live without Jesus ..-

61

I will sing the wondrous story 3
I'm on my way home —.......— 197
In the dawn of eternal day . 206
In the heart of Jesus ................ 88
In the morning .......................... 235
Jehovah's rest ............................ 148
Jesus saves
.. 24
Jesus, the very thought of Thee 135
Let there be light
. ........ 160
Marching with the heroes ...... 224
Marvelous grace ...—.................. 9
My hope is built ..... ............ 30
Nearer, my God, to Thee ...... 134
O Jesus, I have promised .... 68
O little town of Bethlehem 154
On Jordan's stormy banks ...... 200
Stand up, stand up for Jesus 221
That big word "whosoever" 99
The old-fashioned faith ....... .. 96
Throw out the lifeline ............ 21
We're marching to Zion —..... 191
When I look in His face ........ 214

[Additional copies of this key index may be obtained by writing to the Ministerial Association, General Con
ference of S.D.A., Washington 12, D.C. Please enclose 10 cents in coin or stamps for each copy desired.—E.G.]
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for the wonderful things He has done for
them. But I tell them I have now found a way
in which we can still have the old-fashioned
testimony meeting, no matter how large our
congregation may be. However, now we sing
our testimony. I tell them to close their books,
for "now we will sing from the heart."
I have all these songs arranged with the ac
companist beforehand in the key of A flat, and
then we begin by singing our confession of our
need of Christ, just as in a verbal testimony. The
first stanza and chorus only of "I Need Thee
Every Hour" are sung; then, without any break,
we go immediately to the next selection, which
is a song of reconsecration, giving ourselves
anew to Christ: "I am Thine, O Lord, I have
heard Thy voice, and it told Thy love to me."
Then as soon as we come to the end of the first
stanza and chorus of this number, we sing the
chorus only of "Since Jesus Came Into My
Heart.". This is a testimony of the change that
has been effected in the heart, and in this in
stance we sing only the chorus. Without a
break we go to the next song, which looks
forward to the day when the great family of
God will be gathered in the earth made new.
This is depicted by singing the first stanza and
chorus only of the old favorite, "When the
trumpet of the Lord shall sound, and time
shall be no more." To finish this little testimony
in song, we use the chorus only of "The Glory
Song," "O that will be glory for me." You will
find that your congregation will greatly enjoy
giving their testimony in song. The accompanist
will, of course, have to play these without the
music, for there is no time to turn from one
number to the next. I usually give her a card
with the key and sequence written out as
follows:
A flat
First and chorus—"I Need Thee Every Hour."
First and chorus—"I Am Thine, O Lord."

Chorus only—"Since Jesus Came Into My Heart."
First and chorus—"When the Roll Is Called up
Yonder."
Chorus only—"The Glory Song."

We hope that these few suggestions will
start you on a train of thought that will develop
your own combinations of using related songs
on any given theme. This will bring greater
interest and meaning to your song services.
Let us ever keep in mind, however, that what
ever we do in a song service should not be done
just to be novel or different. Instead, everything
we do should have a, deeply spiritual atmos
phere and there should be a definite reason for
whatever is done that is unusual or different,
and of course our great business as singing
evangelists is to save souls.
The index on page 25 can be clipped out of
THE MINISTRY and pasted into the back of your
Gospel Melodies.
B. G.

Hymn Society of America
HAROLD B. HANNUM
Professor of Organ and Theory, La Sierra College

O

UR workers, especially our musicians who
are interested in hymns and the music of
the church, will be interested in the work of
the Hymn Society of America, whose headquar
ters are at 297 Fourth Avenue, New York 10,
New York. This organization welcomes into
membership those who are interested in hymns,
their history and use in the church, and the
promotion of greater interest in this part of
worship.
Members receive the published papers of the
Hymn Society, which includes a quarterly mag
azine called The Hymn. In recent issues have
been articles on Isaac Watts, the Scottish psal
ter, and other topics of vital interest to the
hymn lover.
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Visual Aids
JOHN W. OSBORN
Pastor-Evangelist, Southern California Conference

E

ARTH'S last generation is a pictureminded generation. It is becoming more
and more accustomed to having facts
presented through visual means. The children of
the world have been quicker in capitalizing on
the value of visual aids than the children of
light. Because approximately 85 per cent of all
knowledge reaches the brain through the eye,
great effort has been made to convince, per
suade, and sell through visual media.
The value of using visual aids in the pres
entation of the everlasting gospel is repeatedly
stressed by the Spirit of prophecy. Speaking
of the use of charts and other illustrative ma
terial, statements like these are made:
"Such methods will be used more and more in
this closing work."—Evangelism, p. 205.
"Instruction has been given me clearly and dis
tinctly that charts should he used in the presentation
of truth."—Ibid., p. 203.
Whether we like it or not, we are preaching
to minds accustomed to pictures, moving scenes,
and images. We may deplore the fact that people
are becoming less and less able to pursue ab
stract logic and consider their mental food
unpalatable unless served up in visual form,
yet we must recognize this to be the state of
affairs. We may console ourselves with the
thought that we are winning many souls with
out "gadgets." But in view of the counsel given
us in the book Evangelism and the scientific
facts which support it, is it not true that the
number of souls won might be greatly increased
by a skillful use of visual aids?
How?
The problem, then, is not, Shall we use them?
but How shall we use them? It is the misuse
of visual aids that causes some to make light
of their value. There are basic principles which
must be followed if they are to be a real> con
tribution to the giving of the message.
First, they must be simple. Complicated me
chanical devices often detract rather than add.
NOVEMBER, 1951

The audience's attention is drawn to the device
rather than to the purpose for which the device
is used. A complex device may result in a bun
gling of its operation, which may distract the
audience to the exclusion of the truth intended
to be illustrated. Then too, involved illus
trative material may be time consuming in
preparation, altogether out of proportion to
its value. The importance of simplicity is stated
in these words:
"The use of charts is most effective in ex
plaining the prophecies relating to the past, the
present, and the future. But we are to make
our work as simple and inexpensive as possible."
—Ibid.
As mentioned in the above statement, our
visual aids must also be inexpensive. The cost
of a device is not necessarily an evidence of
effectiveness in its use. There are exceptions
to this, but generally speaking, a less expensive
device will serve the purpose equally well. Fur
thermore, an accumulation of costly visual
equipment makes moving costs greater, because
of extra bulk and the need of more careful
handling. Therefore, in considering the best
visual methods to use in a given sermon, one
should ask himself the question, How can I
do this most economically?
Visibility is another important factor to keep
in mind. Whatever device, chart, or demon
stration is used, the man on the back row should
be able to see it clearly. Lettering should be
large enough and laid out with sufficient white
space to make it easily seen by everyone. It is
as irritating for persons in an audience not
to be able to see what you are demonstrating
as it is for them not to be able to hear what
you are saying. Younger evangelists, as they
accumulate their equipment, must keep in
mind the fact that as they become more ex
perienced they will be speaking before larger
audiences. Therefore they should prepare their
equipment with the larger audience in mind
rather than the present attendance. Often a

device can be made more clearly visible by
spot lighting it with a, high-wattage floodlight.
Attractiveness is another principle in the
choice of visual aids. The public eye is accus
tomed to the very best, whether it be color pic
tures in print or on the screen, or three-dimen
sional advertising. Charts, pictures, and devices
of inferior quality cheapen our message in
the minds of many listeners. Some become offen
ded and refuse to return to our meetings. Good
art work executed by those of experience may
cost a little more. However, it is not expensive
but cheaper, in the final analysis. If the device
is homemade, it can still be most acceptable
if care is exercised in its making.
An evangelist who uses a great many pictures
should constantly be weeding out slides that
become worn and out of date. It would be
better to use far fewer pictures or even none
at all than to use slides that are out of date or
of inferior quality. Remember the public today
is accustomed to the best in pictures.
The visual aid should be practical. It should
serve a definite purpose. Never should a device
be used for the device's sake. It is unfortunate
when a sermon is built to fit the device rather
than a device built to fit the sermon. Occasion
ally some succumb to the temptation to build
a sermon around an appealing device. This
is a matter of the tail wagging the dog. No
man landscapes a lot and then proceeds to dig
a foundation and build a house. He builds his
house first and then landscapes the lot to fit
the house. No man should prepare a device
first and then proceed to build a sermon around
it; he should prepare his sermon and fit the
visual aid to the sermon.
Finally, there should be variety in visual
aids. It is granted that some have used one type
with good success, but this does not deny the
principle that variety greatly increases interest.
A diet of potatoes alone may be enjoyable to
some, but most people prefer a variety in foods.
By the same principle the use of charts, de
vices, demonstrations, blackboard, object lessons,
slides, et cetera, used individually or in combi
nation, will add greatly to the interest. The
element of suspended interest can be very skill
fully used when more than one type is employed.
It is granted that visual equipment is not
the open sesame to success in public evange
lism any more than a physician's medical instru
ments are the secret of his achievement. But
as a physician without his instruments is handi
capped in his work, so the evangelist who
ignores the value of visual-aid tools cuts down
his own efficiency in the winning of souls.
How valuable the eye is in transmitting the
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message to the minds of our hearers is illus
trated in the following enlightening bit of
information: "Odor must be increased 33i/|
per cent before the nose is aware of a change.
Sound must increase 10 per cent before a
change is detected. But vision can detect a
change of one per cent. On this basis the eye
appeal is ten times better than the ear appeal."
As evangelists we have not exploited the great
possibility of visual aids to the fullest extent
of their value. It is reasonable that we should
do so in view of the fact that "such methods
will be used more and more in this closing
work."

Evangelism for the Blind
C. W. DEGERING
Editor-Manager, the Christian Record Benevolent Association

TJELIABLE agencies estimate that there are
JA_ approximately four hundred thousand
blind persons in the English-speaking countries
of the world and from eight to ten million in
other language areas. Although this group is
not a comparatively large one, it does constitute
a very peculiar and definite challenge to the Ad
vent Movement in its evangelism program.
There are varying degrees of blindness, but a

The office of the Christian Record Benevolent Asso
ciation in Lincoln, Nebraska.
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quite generally accepted definition today is that
"a person shall be considered blind who has
a visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better
eye with proper correction." In other words,
one is listed as blind who, with corrected vision,
sees at a distance of twenty feet what a normalsighted person sees at two hundred feet. A
20/200 vision means in percentages an 80 per
cent loss of vision.
That the physical and spiritual welfare of
the sightless has a very definite claim on the
interest and sympathy of Heaven is evidenced
by the unusually large number of references
throughout the Scriptures to them and their
condition and also by the personal ministry of
Christ in their behalf while He was on earth.
The following statement by the prophet Isaiah
has special significance to us today:
"And I will bring the blind by a way that they
knew not; and I will lead them in paths that they
have not known: I will make darkness light before
them, and crooked things straight. These things
will I do unto them, and not forsake them." Isa.
42:16.

This prophecy is meeting its fulfillment in
connection with the Advent Movement in the
work of the Christian Record Benevolent As
sociation. Organized by action of the General
Conference Committee in Battle Creek in the
fall of 1899 and dedicated to the production
and circulation of embossed religious literature,
the organization has grown under the blessing
of God into one of the oldest and largest dis
tributors of Christian reading matter for the
blind. More than eight million pages of em
bossed material are issued annually. The Chris
tian Record is a General Conference organiza
tion operated under the direction of a board
of trustees elected at the biennial sessions of
the Autumn Council. It is maintained by the
contributions of our own people, the public,
and an endowment income.
Five monthly periodicals are issued at the
present time: The Christian Record, a nonsectarian fifty-six-page religious journal; The
Bible Expositor, a forty-page definitely doc
trinal journal; The Sabbath School Monthly,
a slightly condensed edition of the regular
Sabbath School Lesson Quarterly; a fifty-sixpage condensed Braille edition of the national
health journal, Ltfe and Health; and The Chil
dren's Friend, a twenty-eight-page compilation
of religious, moral, and character-building
stories and articles for those of the junior level.
The first three publications are issued in New
York Point as well as the Braille, grade \\/z .
The combined circulation of the five publica
tions is close to 14,000.
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During the fall of 1950 the little volume
Thoughts From the Mount of Blessing, by
Ellen G. White, was issued as the first of a series
of Talking Books—recordings on 33 ys r.p.m.
records—and placed in the regional branches
for the blind of the Library of Congress and
in the libraries of the Canadian National
Institute for the Blind in Canada. Steps to
Christ is now being processed and should be in
circulation by the time this issue of THE MIN
ISTRY reaches the field. Other volumes will fol
low as time and funds permit. The Govern
ment provides reproducing machines free to
the blind.
The association also issues and distributes a
Braille edition of the Voice of Prophecy Bible
Correspondence lessons and maintains a cir
culating library of several hundred Braille
volumes, mostly denominational books.
But in the work of evangelism, organization,
property, equipment, publications, and policies
are not enough. In labor for the sightless per
haps more than for any other class, there must
be the personal ministry. It should be tactful,
courteous, intelligent, and sincere, but not in
any spirit of pity. The latter is often resented
and closes doors of possible interest. The asso
ciation is prepared to supply suggestions to those
particularly interested in personal effort for this
group.
All regular services are free to the blind re
gardless of race, color, or geographical location.
In suggesting names for the mailing of embossed
publications, a person should determine whether
the addressee can and does read Braille, grade
li/2, whether he is already receiving our publi
cations, and whether he wishes any of the serv
ices. Blindness does not presuppose an interest
in or desire for religious matter.
The blind were very definitely part of Christ's
ministry, both physical and spiritual. Those who
would follow in the footsteps of the Lord Jesus
in His work will find time, opportunity, and
methods effectively to minister the Word of God
to those who sit in .darkness.
Correspondence regarding subscriptions or
other services available through the association
should be directed to the Christian Record,
Box 66, Lincoln 6, Nebraska, U.S.A.
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Integrating Our Laymen Into the
Church Program
A. D. BOHN
Home Missionary Secretary, Pacific Union Conference

T T ICTORY for the church of God looms on
V the horizon. Is it not time now for an
all-out effort? To do this successfully we must
follow the plan laid down in the Bible and
the Spirit of prophecy.
An urgent call today is being sounded for
every minister in every church to train and
prepare church members to visit every home
everywhere. Evangelism, pages 353 and 354,
says, "Let the minister set the members at work.
They will need to be taught how to labor suc
cessfully." But how can this be done? In Gospel
Workers, page 196, we are told that the minister
should first train the church members before
he seeks to reach unbelievers. A minister is
wise who visits his church members in their
homes and then individually leads them into
service for the Lord. "Let him labor for them
individually."
I have had gratifying success as in my humble
way I have tried to carry out this suggestion.
I called at a doctor's office. He was a very busy
man. I said, "Doctor, I read the other day that
doctors should preach and win souls. Why
don't you preach and win people for God?"
He said, "I am so busy now that I can hardly
get sleep enough. I don't know how I could
do it."
"Well," I answered, "I don't know how you
can do it, but I do know God says you should
do it."
This good man gave serious thought to what
I had said. He went to a nearby Seventh-day
Adventist church, and three nights a week he
held meetings. From 200 to 250 people were
in attendance every night, and 39 were baptized
at the close of the doctor's meetings.
On another occasion I was visiting at a home,
and in the course of conversation I said to the
sister, "I believe the Lord would be pleased if
you would take an interest in the Dorcas work."
Her interest was enlisted, and she became a
successful Dorcas worker and leader.
Chatting with a salesman, a member of the
church, I felt impressed to mention the col
porteur work to him and said, "I think you
ought to pray about selling our good books,
going from house to house and winning souls."
He did, and became a successful colporteur.
By merely offering personal suggestions we
can lead people into the work of God. I recall
that one of my church members was losing
his way, so I suggested that he go with me a
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night or two a week while we visited interested
folk. He came, learned how to give Bible studies,
and was soon studying the Word with his neigh
bors. Forty-two hav& already been baptized
through this good man's efforts. Today he is
a strong Christian worker.
"The minister who shall educate, discipline, and
lead an army of efficient workers will have glorious
conquests here, and a rich reward awaits him when,
around the great white throne, he shall meet those
saved through his influence."— Testimonies, vol.
5, p. 308.

Yes, fellow workers, we can rejoice in our
conquests for God here and now. Discovering
that it would involve a very large expense,
another minister and I decided that instead of
pitching a tent it would be well to send out
the church members to visit the homes of the
people and then follow up the interest by
meetings in the church. Altogether 120 of the
church members visited 1,200 homes. After three
months meetings were started in his church.
More than 800 people came out the first night;
half of these were from the homes that had
been visited by the church members. Already
130 have been baptized, and on Sabbath morn
ing there are more than 100 non-Adventists
in this minister's prophecy class.
The Lord's instruction on this point is clear:
"Every church should be a training-school for
Christian workers."—Ministry of Healing, p.
149. If we follow this instruction, we can
separate the church into a number of classes
for training—perhaps three as follows:
1. Instruction in Evangelism. This includes
training our people in how to introduce them
selves at the door, what to do after they enter,
and how to present the truth to the people,
as well as other phases of evangelism.
2. Literature Class With a Literature Leader.
While the class in evangelism is being trained,
the literature class is visiting and opening homes
for those who will later give studies.
3. Medical Missionary Work. In this class,
doctors, nurses, and dietitians train the church
members to care for themselves and their neigh
bors and to cook healthful food.
This type of training was conducted in two
of our city churches. In one church thirty were
baptized, and in the other thirty-three. All these
people were brought in by the members of the
church who had been trained to work for their
neighbors. Our people will respond to the call
to ring their neighbors' doorbells. This is one
of the best plans that we have in the church
today. Wherever this plan is being followed,
as many as two and three times the number
are being baptized as previously.
THE MINISTRY

"Let . . . workers go from house to house, help
ing where help is needed, and, as opportunity offers,
telling the story of the cross. Christ is to be their
text. They need not dwell upon doctrinal subjects;
let them speak of the work and sacrifice of Christ."
— Testimonies, vol. 7, p. 228.

Another Pentecostal experience awaits the
church, and it will come as the church members
arise and, with hearts aglow with the love of
God, visit their neighbors. Today God calls
for every-member evangelism. Nothing short
of this will meet God's ideal. But as workers
we must lead the way. If this plan is followed,
we will by God's grace double our membership
and at the same time conserve our gains.

Catholic Position

O

UR workers will welcome a recent and
up-to-date statement regarding the Cath
olic position on "the insufficiency of the
Bible alone as a rule of faith." Father J. A.
O'Brien, Ph.D., has published a new booklet
The Church: The Interpreter of the Bible,
which was printed August 17, 1950, by Our Sun
day Visitor Press, Huntington, Indiana; The
booklet begins with the subtitle "Why the
Bible Alone Is Not a Safe Guide in Religion."

Then on page 24 appears this statement:
"Not Contain All Teachings"
"Thirdly, the Bible does not contain all the teach
ings of the Christian religion, nor does it formulate
all the duties of its members. Take, for example,
the matter of Sunday observance, the attendance at
divine services and the absention from unnecessary
servile work on that day, a matter upon which our
Protestant neighbors have for many years laid great
emphasis. Let me address myself in a friendly spirit
to my dear Protestant reader: You believe that the
Bible alone is a safe guide in religious matters. You
also believe that one of the fundamental duties en
joined upon you by your Christian faith is that of
Sunday observance. But where does the Bible speak
of such an obligation? I have read the Bible from
the first verse of Genesis to the last verse of Revela
tions, and have found no reference to the duty of
sanctifying the Sunday. The day mentioned in the
Bible is not the Sunday, the first day of the week,
but the Saturday, the last day of the week. It was
the Apostolic Church which, acting by virtue of that
authority conferred upon her by Christ, changed
the observance to the Sunday in honor of the day on
which Christ rose from the dead, and to signifythat now we are no longer under the Old Law of the
Jews, but under the New Law of Christ. In observ
ing the Sunday as you do, is it not apparent that
you are really acknowledging the insufficiency of
the Bible alone as a rule of faith and religious con
duct, and proclaiming the need of a divinely estab
lished teaching authority which in theory you
deny?"
B. G.
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DIBLE INSTRUCTOR
Modern Sabbath Issues

W

E ARE living in the time of the -world's
greatest apostasy. Babylon the great
has many daughters. A confused world
is being deceived by a revival of heathen phi
losophies, papal mysticisms, and the irresolute
teachings of fallen Protestantism. Our message
today must meet great systems of error. It must
strike at the very heart of God's law as it chal
lenges a generally blinded Christendom to re
turn to God's original holy, seventh-day Sab
bath. Tactfully, but nevertheless definitely, we
must point out the great papal deception as be
ing responsible for the transference of the sanc
tity of the seventh day, the sign of His sover
eignty, to Sunday, the first day of the week.
The Bible teacher must observe how adroitly
Rome is shifting her positions on the important
Sunday issue. Catholics, with deceived Protes
tants, now loudly declare that the Sabbath be
longed to the ceremonial law, and was therefore
fulfilled at the cross. Protestantism is laying new
stress on an observance of the "spirit" instead
of the "letter" of God's law. A close student of
prophecy must see how these two religious forces
are blending their arguments in support of Sun
day. Then there is Jewry to be heard from on
the same question. Here we perceive a complete
lack of vision, with absolutely no courage to
return to Jehovah's neglected Sabbath. The
fathers of this race once -boldly contended for
strict Sabbath observance, but Jews today have
become indifferent on the question. The result
is often stark atheism on the part of many who
were once orthodox.
It becomes more evident that a remnant will
soon be standing alone in defense of God's true
Sabbath. The Sabbath was instituted at creation,
and today, when evolutionary teachings prevail,
our worship of the Creator as called for in the
first angel's message is not without significance.
This is a vital point which the Bible teacher
can afford to stress in the setting of the judg
ment-hour message.
Building Up to the Sabbath Truth

One would hardly begin a series of Bible
readings by presenting the Sabbath truth. UnPage 32

less this unpopular subject has first been given
a build-up, few will be prepared to receive it.
Bible instructors have therefore found it helpful
to precede their Sabbath studies with the sanc
tuary topics. When the reader once grasps God's
plan of atonement, and when he senses the im
portance of the law in connection with it, the
Sabbath harmonizes with redemption and pre
sents but little difficulty. It' is most helpful to
teach the law and the gospel prior to introducing
the Sabbath.
History so well supports our arguments on the
true Sabbath that honest Christians will not
fail to acknowledge the source of Sunday ob
servance.' Neither is there much question on the
Sabbath as a Christian institution after one has
really studied into the practices of the early
Christians. Another point of force is the pres
entation of the Sabbath in prophecy as well as
history. As the periods of Sabbath neglect are
now pointed out, anct the reader observes what
dire calamities resulted, these Sabbath proph
ecies speak with new significance for obedience
to it. He begins to see that the Sabbath is in
God's divine plan. It is the sign of His creative
and re-creative power. The Sabbath was made
for man, and therefore belongs to the Christian
as well as to the Jewish church. It is not affected
by "dispensations," races, or creeds.
Modern Law Interpretations

Because of strange interpretations of the
prophecies of Isaiah and Micah as pertaining
to the law, new zeal for the observance of God's
law is now recognized among many Christians.
Much is made of the text, "Out of Zion shall go
forth the law, and the word of the Lord from
Jerusalem." Isa. 2:3. In this connection there is
a revival of emphasis on the teachings of the
return of the Jews to Jerusalem. Zionism fits
into the political picture of our times, and dispensationalism engenders doctrinal stimulus by
means of perverted prophecy. This emphasis for
observing the Ten Commandments as shared
by Christians and Jews alike hardly touches the
principle of true law observance. But, neverthe
less, this setting of an awareness for keeping
THE MINISTRY

God's law gives the Bible instructor a more ready
approach on this important subject. One may
point out to the reader that although the na
tions will fail in bringing about worldwide law
observance, God has provided for a message of
Sabbath reform which will produce a lawabiding remnant before Jesus' return.
Overtures of the Papacy

MY WORK
There was no ordination,
No laying on of hands,
No sober rites, no half-dimmed lights,
No pomp, no blaring bands;
I merely found some work to do
And did it—none too well, 'tis true.

And yet my work is sacred,
The Papacy's present overtures to her "stray
And God looks down to see
ing children"—those still in Protestant churches
The beads of sweat, nor will forget
—presents another point of interest with many
My store of energy;
I love to think my Master's eye
readers. The Pope's long-coveted role as the
Will view good work before I die.
world's peacemaker now brings him into great
prominence. Even Protestants are being con
There was no ordination;
I was not set apart;
fused on the authority of his leadership in the
In my crude task pray do not ask
present crisis. Again, those issues that gave rise
Some hidden touch or art;
to the various branches of Protestantism at the
Yet day by day I someway know
time of the Reformation are now being seriously
That in this humble work—I grow!
minimized by Protestants as well as Catholics.
ROSCOE GlLMORE STALL.
It is difficult to interest Protestants in doctrinal
study. We should be challenging them to main
tain Bible truth.
people who think for themselves will in turn
Lest our younger Bible instructors read into become leaders for these same principles.
these suggestions and cautions a need for recast
For further study of the problem we recom
ing their entire array of topics and textual ar mend the following reading: Evangelism, pp.
gumentation, let it be stressed again that it is 225-237; The Great Controversy, pp. 563-652.
their methods of approach that should become
L. C. K.
more dynamic, with an
up-to-the-minute ap
peal. To do this, the
Bible teacher need not
enter into fields of spec
ulation on prophecies
still in fulfillment. This
hour demands an ac
quaintance with those
great issues that are af
fecting the very princi
ples of God's govern
ment. We must recog
nize on Rome's part a
scheme of Satan to set
up a rival government,
noting the modern de
velopments that reveal
the subtle tactics of
truth's great adversary.
This method of teach
ing requires more than Mrs. Lucia Hudson Lee, one of the Bible instructors in the Georgia Cumber
our usual argumenta
land Conference, makes room in her busy program from time to time to
tion based on an array conduct classes for lay Bible instructors. During the past year she conducted
of proof texts pertain
a class in Atlanta, Georgia, which included, among others, five of our
ing to the Sabbath. magazine sales ladies. They felt their work would be effectively aided by a
There are significant is regular course in Bible instruction, qualifying them to meet the frequent
sues at stake, and when questions rising from their sales contacts. The group shown above is the
presented by the teacher third class of lay Bible instructors that Mrs. Lee has conducted since she
in an intelligent way, came to the Georgia-Cumberland Conference in 1949.
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HEPHERDESS
As a Worthy Woman
CAROLYN P. BLACKWOOD
PART IV
[EDITORIAL NOTE:—Because it will be of interest
to all ministers' wives to know the nature of some
of the questions presented to Mrs. Blackwood by
our Seminary group, after her talk as given in the
la'st three installments, we are giving you verbatim
the discussion of these problems. Observe the wis
dom, forethought, and caution of our guest speaker
in steering these questions toward definite minis
terial principles.—L. c. K.]

MRS. D. E. ROBINSON: Do you think that it
helps or hinders the minister to have his wife
report the gossip that she hears in the church?
MRS. BLACKWOOD: There is enough dirt that
he has to come in contact with without our
adding to it, and unless it is something that
vitally affects the work—if it is just a little bit
of busy-body talk—keep it to yourself. That
would be my advice.
Mrs. D. E. Rebok: "*That -would lead to
another question, Mrs. Blackwood. Is it neces
sary for the minister to tell his wife everything
that he knows?
MRS. BLACKWOOD: No, it isn't. Very often a
person will come to the minister with a problem
or with some question, and it is almost like the
Catholic confessional. The minister must bury
those secrets in his own,heart. Just a case in
point: We had a womarTin one of our parishes
whose husband was a drinking man. She had
this great sorrow on her heart and talked to my
husband over and over again. She thought no
body else knew anything about this. It was be
ing done in secret. But she was unburdening
her heart to my husband. After we had left that
particular church she came to a place where my
husband was lecturing, and he had talked about
bearing the cross. As we left the meeting she put
her arm around me and asked, "Did your hus
band ever tell you what my cross is?"
I said, "No, he never did, but I know."
And she asked, "How did you know?"
I replied, "I have smelled Jack's breath." But
I was glad to be able to assure her that my
husband had never told me what it was.
MRS. REBOK: I raised that question, Mrs.
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Blackwood, because our younger wives as they
start out sometimes allow a little bit of friction
to come in the home if they feel that the mem
bers of the parish are pouring tales of woe into
the husband's ear, and he doesn't share them.
And I thought we ought to make it quite clear
that there are secrets the wife, must have, and
there are secrets the pastor must have, and that
it is not necessary, or even advisable, for those
secrets to be interchanged.
MRS. BLACKWOOD: I know a good many things
my husband doesn't know!
MRS. C. E. WENIGER: Is it all right to say,
"May I ask my husband?" or, "May I share this
with my husband?"
MRS. BLACKWOOD: Yes, but if a woman comes
to you with a marital problem, as she is more
likely to do than with almost anything else—or
with troubles about the children (but particu
larly if it is a marital problem)—she will say,
"Now, don't tell your husband anything about
this." She wants to keep that just between you
and her. Though, if it is something like, "What
shall I do about it?" then say, "Would you
mind if I talked this over with my husband and
got his advice?" As I said a while ago, be care
ful about giving specific advice.
MRS. E. R. GUMBO: Some of us ministers' wives
are very young. Should someone come to us for ,
advice, how much should we give them when
we haven't been married very long ourselves?
How much do they expect us to know?
MRS. BLACKWOOD: Well, they expect you to
know a great deal more than you do, I'll tell you
that! I think it depends largely on the kind of
question that is asked. If it is in relation to
money matters, or how much work you shall do,
or something of that sort, you can say, "My
experience has been thus and thus." But if it is
something that verges on more delicate things,
I would ask for a little time to think it over or
maybe to talk with your husband about it. I
would be very careful, however, about giving
specific advice.
MRS. REBOK: Wouldn't it be a good idea, if
a problem gets over into the medical realm, to
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suggest the name of some Christian doctor in
the community who could give advice that is
necessary? It protects you, and at the same
time if knowledge is truthfully sought and
needed, the physician is in a better position to
give it than the minister's wife.
MRS. WENIGER: Mrs. Blackwood spoke about
the indifferent type. In every church group
there are those who are not interested in its
various organizations. What can you do to get
people to an organization meeting—people who
really need it?
MRS. BLACKWOOD: Of course that always poses
a problem. If you can find out what the person
is interested in, get her to work, and then link
that up with the church. In the pastorate, for
instance, you will hear a great many people
say, "Well, I am not interested in foreign mis
sions." They would not come to a foreign mis
sionary meeting fox anything. But they say
they are interested in home missions. If you
can get them to doing something in the local
community, by and by you may get their
interest for missions, and they begin to see that
it is all for God's kingdom.
MRS. GUMBO: This morning Dr. Blackwood
was asked about how much time a minister
should spend in study and in pastoral calls. He
said the mornings should be spent in study and
each afternoon in pastoral calls, but I don't
believe it should be left entirely to us to decide
a schedule like that.
MRS. BLACKWOOD: Well, if you ever see a copy
of my book, you will see that fully discussed in
the second chapter, "The Minister's Wife as
the Homemaker." My contention is that the
home comes first. A pastor's wife can do much
more good by remaining in the home and ten
derly caring for her baby, which is a gift from

God to her, than she can by leaving that baby
and going out to do church work and neglecting
the home. The home comes first, and then the
church. But when your baby gets a little older
and more settled into routine habits, you should
be able to do a little more work in the com
munity. But, remember that you can't make a
full-time job of it as long as you are raising a
family. Just put this down in your little book
and weep over it—your husband belongs to the
congregation. You will discover that very soon.
MRS. REBOK: It's sometimes hard to decide
whether a minister belongs to the public more
than a doctor does, or whether a doctor does
more than a minister.
MRS. BUACKWOOD: I think it's just about a
fifty-fifty proposition. The minister is "on call,"
the same as a doctor.
We are coming close to the time to end our
meeting, and there is one more little prayer
that I want to leave with you as we stop. Some
day, now—for you girls that are just beginning
it would seem a long, long way off—the time
will come when irrevocably the calendar goes
on and retiring time comes, when you and
your husband will be sitting by the western
window waiting for life's little day on earth to
end. Then you will rejoice that you have served
as the companion of your husband in the great
est work in the world, and you will say together
this prayer:
"O Lord, support us all the day long, until
the shadows lengthen and the evening comes,
and the busy world is hushed and the fever of
life is over, and our work is done; then, in Thy
mercy, grant us a safe lodging and a holy rest
and peace at last, through Jesus Christ our
Lord. Amen."
[End of Series]
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Conduct in Committee Meetings
REVERENCE AND CONSECRATION.—"Let' those
who attend committee meetings remember that
they are meeting with God, who has given
them their work. Let them come together with
reverence and consecration of heart."—Testi
monies, vol. 7, p. 256.
DEALING WITH IRREVERENT.—"If some member
of a committee is careless and irreverent, let
him be reminded that he is in the presence of
a Witness by whom all actions are weighed."—
Ibid.
PRESENCE OF EVIL ONE INDICATED.—"I have
been instructed that committee meetings are
not always pleasing to God. Some have come
to these meetings with a cold, hard, critical,
loveless spirit. Such may do great harm; for
with them is the presence of the evil one, that
keeps them on the wrong side. Not infrequently
their unfeeling attitude toward measures under
consideration brings in perplexity, delaying de
cisions that should be made."—Ibid.
The Relation of Diet to Board Meetings

PERSONAL PREPARATION.—"Before our breth
ren assemble in council or board meetings, each
one should present himself before God, care
fully searching the heart and critically examin
ing the motives. Pray that the Lord may reveal
self to you so that you may not unwisely criti
cize or condemn propositions.
"At bountiful tables men often eat much
more than can be easily digested. . . . Some
may ask, What has this to do with board meet
ings? Very much. The effects of wrong eating

n&m me ^plut &b

are brought into council and board meetings.
The brain is affected by the condition of the
stomach. A disordered stomach is productive of
a disordered, uncertain state of mind."—Ibid.,
p. 257.
DISQUALIFIED FOR GIVING WISE COUNSEL.—
"The imprudent eater does not realize that he
is disqualifying himself for giving wise counsel,
disqualifying himself for laying plans for the
best advancement of the work of God. But
this is so. He cannot discern spiritual things,
and in council meetings, when he should say
Yea, he says Nay. He makes propositions that
are wide of the mark, because the food he has
eaten has benumbed his brain power."—Coun
sels on Health, p. 578.
"Every day men in positions of trust have de
cisions to make upon which depend results of
great importance. Often they have to think rap
idly, and this can be done successfully by those
only who practice strict temperance. The mind
strengthens under the correct treatment of the
physical and mental powers. If the strain is not
too great, new vigor comes with every taxation.
But often the work of those who have impor
tant plans to consider and important decisions
to make is affected for evil by the results of
improper diet. A disordered stomach produces
a disordered, uncertain state of mind. Often it
causes irritability, harshness, or injustice. Many
a plan that would have been a blessing to the
world has been set aside, many unjust, oppres
sive, even cruel measures have been carried, as
the result of diseased conditions due to wrong
habits of eating."—Ministry of Healing, pp.
309, 310.

"LIVING TOO HIGH UP"_
C. TESTIFYING -beyond one's experience is like planting seed in sand. In the early days
of Northfield, Mr. Moody called a conference of Christian workers for prayer, con
fession, and consultation. One man declared that he had been living on the Mount of
Transfiguration for five weeks. "Wait a minute, my brother," said Mr. Moody in his
blunt directness. "How many souls have been led to Christ in your ministry, in these
five weeks?" "I hardly know," said the man, hesitatingly. "Have any been saved at all?"
Mr. Moody asked. "I am afraid not," was the answer. "Well," said the great evangelist,
"you are living too high up; no man ought to get so high as not to be able to reach
souls."—Sunday School Times, Sept. 26, 1925.
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EWS
News Items, unless otherwise credited, are
from "Religious News Service."
1f THE history-making 18,000-square-mile Lutheran
air parish, which embraces several western South
Dakota counties, is about to be disbanded—because
o£ its success. Its flying pastor, the Reverend Norval
Hegland, will soon get a new assignment in northern
Alaska. Three regular parisKes^will be established
out of the ten congregations which make up the
air parish, according to Dr. PhiKp S. Dybvig, Minne
apolis, executive director of home missions of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church, which organized the
parish. "Work in the air parish has been so success
ful that more people in the area are now interested
in the gospel ministry and they are giving more
support through increased stewardship," Dr. Dybvig
said in explaining why the parish is being divided.
f AMERICANS now spend a million dollars an hour
for beer, wine, and liquor, Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin,
president of the National Woman's Christian Tem
perance Union, said in Boston at the 77th annual
convention of the WCTU. The 1950 consumer
expenditure for alcoholic beverages totaled $8,760,
000,000, or §210,000,000 more than the expenditure
for 1949. Last year's consumption added up to
2,903,000,000 gallons, according to the dry leader.
However, she said that a "resurgence of interest"
in the enactment of State prohibition laws is taking
place in the United States; that defeat of repeal
in Oklahoma and campaigns for prohibition in
Arkansas and Nebraska "were the beginning of
an upswing of public sentiment against the liquor
traffic." The WCTU president said the Kefauver
crime investigation "revealed a record of repeal
showing worse corruption in public office and
more widespread organized interlocking crime than
ever was unearthed during the prohibition era."
Local governments were urged by the WCTU in
convention to "check increasing incidence of drug
addiction and to strengthen regulations to pro
tect the youth of their community from the pur
veyors of narcotic drugs." The community fight
against drug addiction will be supported in a pro
gram to be carried out by the State, district, county,
and local WCTU organizations.
<! THE Central Committee of the World Council
of Churches, meeting in Rolle, Switzerland, con
firmed the selection of Evanston, Illinois, as the
site of the council's second general assembly to be
held in August, 1954. The first assembly was held
at Amsterdam, Holland, in 1948. It was announced
that the over-all theme of the second assembly
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will be devoted to the Christian message of hope,
the exact wording of the theme to be decided later.
Topics to be discussed will include the churches
and world peace, evangelism, the Christian and
his vocation, and race relations.
«f FIRST place for successful marriages is held by
couples who are active church members, partici
pants in the annual summer workshop of the
American Institute of Family Relations in Los
Angeles were told. Reporting on a survey he had
made, Joseph B. Henry, of the institute's educational
department, said in second place for marital suc
cess were those who, while no longer active in church
work, attended Sunday school and church reg
ularly beyond childhood into their early adult
years. Third place, according to the survey, is held
by couples who, although not closely identified
with a church, had a wedding ceremony performed
by a clergyman.
5j AN order was issued in Portland, Oregon, by
Archbishop Edward D. Howard forbidding wed
dings to be solemnized in Roman Catholic churches
of the Portland archdiocese on Sundays. The order
became effective on September 1, and the only
exceptions to the rule will be in "cases of real
necessity." The order read in part: "The laws of
the Church place upon parish priests the obligation
of doing everything possible to the end that Catho
lics should be married at nuptial Mass in their
parish church. A sense of the fitness of things sug
gests that no social function, such as that which
ordinarily takes place after a marriage, should be
held on a Sunday or a Holy Day of Obligation."
*[ A COPY of the famous Biblia Regia Polyglotta,
printed in 1571 for King Philip II of Spain by
Christopher Plantin of Antwerp, has been discovered
in Belgium. The copy, a thick, leather-bound vol
ume with gold filigree "work along page borders,
was edited by the famous philosopher monk Bene
dict Arias Montanus. The monk based his version
on the Spanish Alcala Bible, and was later re
buked before a Vatican court for having taken
liberties with the text. Owner of the book is a
Malines businessman, Emil Devis, who bought it,
along with hundreds of other volumes, at a public
auction in Antwerp in= 1936, never suspecting the
treasure he had acquired and put into his attic.
f A NEW total membership of 87,548,021 in
religious bodies of this country is reported in
1951 Yearbook of American Churches, which
published in New York, September 21, under
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it ought to be as a guide and comfort in the homes
and lives of our people. From our own experience,"
she said, "we know what the Bible can mean for
the personal life." The message was read at a
meeting in Methodist Central Hall, Westminster,
to mark the opening of a month-long festival
exhibition and evangelistic campaign sponsored
by the World's Evangelical Alliance.
In a letter to the Japanese municipal officials, Gen
eral Matthew B. Ridgeway approved the Scripture
distribution by the Pocket Testament League.
"Their magnificent effort," he said, "can be meas
ured by the fact that they have already distributed
7,000,000 Bibles to the Japanese people. The spread
ing of the Word of God is a most important under
taking."—Watchman-Examiner, July 26.

42d St., New York IS, N. Y.

auspices of the National Council of Churches.
Figures compiled by official statisticians of Protes
tant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, and other religious
groups, according to the Yearbook, show that 285,834 congregations, parishes, and similar local units
now embrace 58.09 per cent of the nation's popu
lation. These religious groups are reported to have
a total of 281,251 ordained men and women clergy,
of whom 166,891 are actively engaged in religious
work. The Yearbook's membership total is about
1,800,000 higher than that reported on July 25
by the Christian Herald. A National Council spokes
man explained that the Yearbook's statistics "are
later and include more religious bodies." A total
of 256 religious groups are embraced in the Year
book's compilation—three more than in the survey
conducted by the Christian Herald.
The most unique feature of the 1951 Yearbook
is its compilation of clergy statistics, which it says
is the first made in about 20 years. It reveals that
3,763 of the 281,251 ordained clergy are women,
of whom 2,437 are active in church work. Many
clergymen of both sexes are inactive due to retire
ment or change of occupation, it was pointed out.
Total enrollment, including officers and teachers,
in 246,240 American Sunday and Sabbath schools
is given as 29,775,357, an increase of more than
800,000 over the previous year's figure. A section
on finances shows that 125 denominations con
tributed a total of $1,138,737,506 for all purposes
last year. Of this, 356,567,292 was for foreign mis
sions, and $58,724,858 for home missions. The church
property of these denominations was valued at
$5,234,979,598.
U A LEADING Baptist minister said he will recom
mend to the Baptist Ministers' Conference in At
lanta, Georgia, that no Baptist church accept aid
from any government. The resolution, to be intro
duced by Dr. Louie D. Newton, pastor of Druid Hills
Baptist church, grew from a recent disclosure that
DeKalb County had done work for several churches.
Dr. Newton introduced a similar resolution several
years ago when it became known that Fulton
County machinery and labor had been used on
church property, and this resolution "had been
effective."
^f TRIBUTE to the influence of the Bible and Chris
tian ideals on the life of the British nation was
paid by Queen Elizabeth in a Festival of Britain
message read in London. The queen said she and
King George VI "long to see the Bible back where
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^f TEN THOUSAND Southern • Presbyterian laymen
from 16 States are expected to attend regional
men's conferences of the denomination during
October and November, according to plans an
nounced in Decatur, Georgia, at headquarters of
the Presbyterian Church in the U.S. Dr. S. J.
Patterson, director of men's work of the denomina
tion's Board of Christian Education, said the con
ferences would attempt"to step up the activity of
local Presbyterian men's groups to match that
traditionally carried on by church women's organ
izations. General theme of the meetings will be
"Christ and You—Partners for Action."
1f OVER 81,000 displaced persons have been assisted
by the World CounciLjrf Churches' Department
of Inter-Church Aid and Service to Refugees, Dr.
Edgar H. S. Chandler, director of field operations,
said in a report in Rolle, Switzerland, presented
to the semiannual meeting of the World Council's
Central Committee. He said the DPs were aided
in resettling in the United States, Canada, New
Zealand, Australia, and South America. In the
United States alone 40,000 displaced persons had
arrived by August 1, and another 26,000 are in
various stages of preparation for migration by
January, 1952.
In Geneva, Switzerland, Dr. Stewart W. Herman,
director of the Lutheran World Federation Service
to Refugees, reported to the LWF's executive com
mittee at its meeting that only 12,000 Lutheran
displaced persons remain in Germany, Austria,
and Italy, whereas five years ago the number was
at least 190,000. The service agency had helped
one half of all the Lutherans who emigrated, or
80,000 to 90,000 persons, while more than one third,
or 30,000, were fully sponsored in their resettlement
by the organization.
THE MINISTRY

<[ A TOTAL membership increase of 51.6% has
been registered by 54 religious bodies having over
50,000 membership in 1949, as against 1926 mem
berships, according to a survey completed by the
Central Department of Research and Survey of
the National Council of Churches. The bodies
having over 50,000 members have in recent years
had about 97% of all church members in the
nation. During the same period, the estimated
population of the United States has increased
almost 30%. With few exceptions, the churches
having a conspicuously rapid rate of growth are
the small Protestant sects. These are predomi
nantly of an intensely evangelistic type, strongly
Bible-centered, and to a considerable degree apo
calyptic—teaching the Second Coming of Christ.
By far the largest gain percentage-wise was made
by the Church of God in Christ, which raised its
membership 1025.2%—from 30,263 in 192'9, the
year of the last adequate census of religious bodies,
to 340,530 in 1949. Thirteen other denominations
more than doubled their memberships during
that period: Assemblies of God; United American
Free Will Baptists; Church of God; Polish National
Catholic Church; Church of the Nazarene; Free
Will Baptists; Russian Orthodox; Salvation Army;
Church of God (Anderson, Indiana); American
Baptist Association; Greek Orthodox Church, Hel
lenic; National Baptist Convention; Seventh-day
Adventists. Of these, only the National Baptist
Convention has a membership over 1,000,000. The
combined membership of the ten leading gainers
totals 2,142,305.... During the same period, Jewish
congregations registered gains of 22.5%, and Roman
Catholics. 48.4%.—Pulpit Digest, August.
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<[ THE first Ragoli Bible—for use by a tribe of
about 250,000 who live northeast of Lake Victoria
in Kenya Colony, British East Africa—has been
completed by the American Bible Society. The
first consignment of the complete Bible in the
Ragoli language was made to Africa this summer,
with 10,000 copies going to the Friends Africa Mis
sion and 5,000 copies to the Pentecostal Assemblies.
Both groups are active in Kenya Colony.—Christian
Life, July.
1f A NEW $330,000 building for Grace Theological
Seminary in Winona Lake, Indiana, was dedicated
by officials of the National Fellowship of Brethren
Churches. The ceremony was attended by several
hundred persons who came for the fellowship's
annual conference and for the closing week of the
58th Bible conference of Winona Lake Christian
Assembly. Located on a 33-acre campus, the building
NOVEMBER, 1951

has an 800-seat auditorium, a 20,000-volume library,
classrooms, and administrative offices. Its three
floors, with a total area of 32,000 square feet, will
have accommodations for 200 students.
^[ IN BRIEF.—Church Film Libraries, a unified rental
agency for motion pictures produced by nine Prot
estant denominations, has begun operations in
Pasadena, California, as a nonprofit corporation.
Serving the Los Angeles area, it is believed to be
the first of its kind functioning in this country.
... Steps toward the establishment of some type
of religious TV broadcast were taken at Atlanta,
Georgia, at a meeting of the Baptist Radio Com
mission. The commission also voted to expand the
production of its 15-minute devotional program
carried by radio stations and used over public
address systems in Government hospitals.... Four
businessmen in Hot Springs, Arkansas, have begun
what is hoped will develop into a nationwide "back
to church" crusade. On Sundays they will provide
free transportation on all city bus lines for every
one, irrespective of race, color, or creed, to and
from the church of his choice.... Six church bodies,
comprising more than 100,000 adherents, were
accepted into membership in the Lutheran World
Federation at the annual meeting of the organiza
tion's executive committee in Geneva, Switzerland.
The federation now has 50 member churches in
24 covintries, according to Dr. Sylvester C. Michelfelder, executive secretary.... Sunday schools of
the Assemblies of God showed an enrollment in
crease of 118,827 in the past two years, it was
revealed at the Pentecostal body's biennial General
Council sessions in Atlanta, Georgia. The new en
rollment total is 599,872, according to a report
which said Assemblies of God Sunday schools are
"among the fastest growing in the world." ... The
work of the Wisconsin Council of Churches was
shown in a "hall of religion" contained in a large
tent erected by the council at the Wisconsin State
Fair in Milwaukee.... To keep their children out
of public schools and away from a "worldly" en
vironment, parents of the Old Amish faith have
erected their own school building in Berne, Indiana.
The Amish group objects especially to the movies
used as part of the visual-aid program in public
schools. .. . Two hundred delegates from all parts
of the world will attend the fifth Mennonite World
Conference to be held at Basel, Switzerland, August
10-15, 1952, it was announced at Goshen, Indiana,
at a meeting of the General Conference of the
Mennonite Church.
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The New Devotional Book for 1952 . . .

IN THE MORNING
By William Benjamin Ochs
Christ and His truth appear in new glory in .these daily meditations
for the morning devotional hour. The seed thought for each day bears
upon some practical aspect of a life with God and spiritual harmony
with Heaven. An occasional anecdote, a telling bit of verse, a quota
tion from the Spirit of prophecy, an incident from history or literature
—these illustrate the gospel precepts and make them take on new
life and meaning for the march of days.
Every eventide will be bright if you meet God here each day IN THE
MORNING. Order a copy of this new book of three-minute messages
for your personal use and give other copies to your friends.

If ordered before December 31, 1951,
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Choice of two bindings
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The most beautiful calendar published to date in this Seventh-day
Adventist series. Pictures feature another Harry Anderson cover and
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MORNING WATCH FOR 1952
With its colorful cover picturing a refreshing mountain scene, its
32 pages of select Bible texts, choice verses, and quotations from the
Spirit of prophecy, this MORNING WATCH for 1952 will be
acclaimed the finest ever. The memory texts chosen for each day of
the new year will inspire you to a closer walk with Christ and a
fuller service for Him.
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God in Education, Henry P. Van Dusen, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1951, 128 pages, $2.00.
Mr. Van Dusen's thesis is that education, i£ it is
to come of age and play its proper role in life, must
take the lead in a "icstoration of religion to a
position of necessary and unchallenged centrality;
and the acknowledgment of the reality and regnancy
of the living God as the foundation of both learn
ing and life." In developing his thesis the author
makes it plain that he is not discussing religion
courses in the curriculum, nor the religious chapel
program; what he is advocating goes much deeper,
to a basic and pervading philosophy that will unify
men's knowledge and aspirations through an ac
ceptance of the existence of God and a knowl
edge of the nature of God.
Modern secularism, according to Mr. Van Dusen,
is the fruit of the radical dualism developed by
Descartes and Kant. By setting apart the secular
from the sacred, modern philosophers have induced
a sort of moral and spiritual schizophrenia, in
which the modernist is cut oft from the realities of
experimental religion, the fundamentalist finds it
difficult to reconcile his faith with the claims of the
scientists, and young people are left in tragic con
fusion.
The author calls for a revolution in American
education. What is required is not merely more
subject matter in religion, better prepared and
better presented, but a new orientation of education
which will be God-centered, a new concept of edu
cation that will return religion to pivotal centrality.
Moving in this direction, Mr. Van Dusen thinks,
will be restoring the concept of education of the
founding fathers, who did not intend that their
principle of separating church and state should
separate from education the most vital force in the
lives of men and women.
We are in hearty accord with Mr. Van Dusen's
analysis:
"Our world cries pitiably for the fruits of Chris
tian Faith, especially in today's youth who must
drive a way through tomorrow's hazards and un
certainties—'firmer and stronger character, higher
integrity, larger spiritual vision, unimpeachable
and unshakable fidelity, ... a righteous and
dynamic faith.' "
K. J. REYNOLDS.
Bright Is the Shaken Torch, by Arthur A. Cowan,
D.D., T. and T. Clark, 38 George Street, Edin
burgh, Scotland, 148 pages, 9 shillings.
This is a book of sermons, and forms one of the
twenty-nine volumes in The Scholar as Preacher
series produced by T. and T. Clark. It is an
eminently readable volume, in that beautiful,
rounded diction for which the best Scottish
preachers have ever been famous. Lovers of their
mother tongue will appreciate the language and
enjoy the gripping style.
Each of the twenty-one chapters is a textual
sermon, richly illustrated from modern life and
English literature. The dominating theme is that
Christian truth shines the brighter under pressure.
Theologically, the author is particularly strong on
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the divinity of Jesus and shows forcefully the
necessity of a divine Redeemer to meet the poverty
of soul, anguish of spirit, and the negative moral
standards of today. Similar emphasis is laid on the
Trinity of the Godhead.
It is altogether an enjoyable little volume with
approaches and treatments stimulatingly different
from our own, with an abundance of suggestive
material to challenge and provoke the discriminat
ing mind.
HARRY W. LOWE.
A History of the Cure of Souls, by John T. McNeill,
Professor of Church History at Union Theo
logical Seminary, Harper and Brothers, New
York, 1951, 371 pages, $5.00.
From the prophets and rabbis of Israel, through
the Greek philosophers to the pastors and Chris
tian counselors of today a wide range and variety of
information is brought together for the first time.
It is really an encyclopedia of what man has done
for man to put him at peace with himself, with
his fellowmen, and with his God.
CARLYLE B. HAYNES.
Saint Paul the Traveler and the Roman Citizen, by
W. M. Ramsay, Baker Book House, Grand
Rapids, Mich., 1949, 402 pages.
The reprint of a valuable classic that has been
too long out of print. Ramsay, a distinguished lay
man of the Church of England, a teacher at the
University of Oxford, a great traveler in Bible
lands, carried on extensive archaeological research
and published the results of travel and research in
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volume after volume of vivid writing. He is ac
knowledged as the foremost authority on the life
of Paul. This present volume (others are to follow)
is a fascinating account of Paul's experiences and
travels in the planting of the religion of Christ in
the cities he visited, and which Ramsay also visited.
CARLYLE B. HAYNES.
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Books

Received

Simple Sermons on the Great Christian Doc
trines, W. Herschel Ford, Broadman Press,
Nashville, Tenn. _._....._._._.._-----„- .--_?1.75
God in Educatiori^-iHenfy P. Van Dusen,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York 17, N.Y. .. 2.00
The Mysterious Nutribers of the Hebrew Kings,
Edwin R. Thiele/' University of Chicago
Press, Chicago 37, 111. ....._._.._.......--_..-__- 6.00
Spurgeon's Expository Encyclopedia, vol. 1,
Charles H. Spurgeon, Baker Book House,
Grand Rapids, Mich. _......_......._...__....._._. 3.75
20,000 Biblical Illustrations, Charles E. Little,
Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Mich. .... 4.95
Tried by Fire, F. B. Meyer, D.D., Baker Book
House, Grand Rapids, Mich. _......_._—._..._.... 2.50
Sons of Adam, Samu^J-rM. Zwemer, Baker Book
House, Grand Rapids, Mich. _...........__....._. 2.00
Psychology and Religion for Everyday Living,
Charles T. Holman, Macmillan Company,
New York _.-....__... .........„...._..—....__.. 2.50
A Planned Program for the Church Year, Weldon Crossland, Abingdon-Cokesbury Press,
New York, N.Y. —~-^. ........ .-_....-_—_._._.. 2.00
The Romance of Doorbells, Eugene Dinsmore
Dolloff, The Judson Press, Philadelphia, Pa. .. 2.50
A Faggot of Torches, F. W. Boreham, The Jud
son Press, Philadelphia,.^. —-—..__-—._.... 2.00
Interpreters Needed, Edward Hughes Pruden,
The Judson Press, Philadelphia, Pa. .....__.... 2.00
The Cultural Concept of Christianity, Arthur
W. Calhoun, William B. Eerdmans Publish
ing Company, Grand Rapids, Mich. __.......__ 2.50
How to Improve Your Preaching, Bob Jones
Jr., LittJX, L.H.D., L.L.D., Fleming H.
Revell Company, New York — .—_..-._—._..___... 1.50
A Better Hope and Other Sermons, Charles Ray
Goff, Fleming H. Revell Company, New
York ......_._.... .............._................-....__.... 2.00
Does Science Support the Scriptures? O. E. Sanden, Zondervan Publishing House, Grand
Rapids, Mich. ._..._........ __-_........-.-..__... 2.00
The Lord of Glory, Benjamin B. Warfield,
Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids,
Mich. ........ ---.....--^_---- -.....--„--.- 3.50
The Christ of All Nations, comp. by Paul
Guinness, Associated Press, New York ____ 2.75
With Singleness of Heart, Gerald Kennedy,
Harper and Brothers, New York ..........______ 2.00
Strengthening the Spiritual Life, Nels F. S.
Ferre, Harper and Brothers, New York ........ 1.00
God Speaks, E. M. Canney, The Church Press,
N. Figueroa Street, Los Angles 42, Calif. ........ 3.00
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Only ONE motor for all FIVE operations!

Royal Portable holds the
official World's Portable
Speed Championship as
shown in the current
World's^aTmanac.

For descriptive literature and

Stiff! AS WOOD LATHE

34 inches between centers ; 15-inch swing.
414-inch quill feed. Tool rest slides par
allel to ways. Also turns light metals,
plastics.
'HOP
AS DRILL PRfSS

Drills to center of 15-inch circle. 414inch feed. Up to 27 inches table to chuck.
Has 4 grease-sealed ball bearings. '
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net prices on SHOP SMITH
machines and full line of
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS write

ESDfl
Sales and Service
107 Carroll St., N.W.
WASHINGTON 12, D.C.

A BARGAIN IN GIFT BOOKS
Five inspiring books—God Walks the Hills, Songs
in the Night, Success Nuggets, Youth Wins, and
Anthology on Charity—a $1.50 value for only
$1.00 postpaid. Order from Nathaniel Krum, 7911
Garland Avenue, Takoma Park 12, Maryland.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements appropriate to The Ministry, appear
ing under this heading, four cents a word for each
insertion, including initials and address. Minimum
charge, one dollar for each insertion. Cash required
with order. Address The Ministry, Takoma Park, Wash
ington 12, D.C., U.S.A.

BIBLES REBOUND
DESCRIBING SACRED

OCTAVO MUSIC
and others
Write for your copy today

RODEHEAVER HALL-MACK CO.
M 1151 E. HydePk. Bd., Inglewood.Cal.
4:™ 151 Ninth St., Winona Lake, Ind.

Doubling Our Church Membership
(Continued from page 5)

the world's great men come to Christ, but
remember, it will be such workers as you
and I, transformed and set on fire by the
Holy Spirit, whom God will use to sound
the last warning message and to finish His
work in the earth, "that no flesh should
glory in his presence."
(To be continued]

GOWNS
PULPIT-CHOIR
BAPTISMAL
DOCTORS
MASTERS
BACHELORS
CAPS GOWNS

Old Bibles Rebound Like New. A price, binding, and style
to meet every need. Ail types of binding, rebinding. Write
for illustrated folder, prices. Morris Bookbinding Co., Green
wood, Miss.
l-12t

__________CATALOG—FREE__________
New Catalog, Used Religious Books ready Free on Request.

Baker Book and House, Dept. M, Grand Rapids 6, Mich.
Place your name on our mailing list to receive catalogs of
secondhand religious books. Countryside Libraries Ltd.,
Hitchin, Herts., England.
7-6t

CHURCH PUBLICITY_________
Post cards of highest quality of your church interior or
exterior. Multicolor or one color. Write Active Churclt
Publicity, P.O. Box 829, Hammond, Indiana.
11-It

________FILING AND INDEXING______
For the busy pastor's study: simple method of filing and in, dexing. Price $2.00.' Write for free sample. Pastor's Study,.
811 West 13th Street, Anderson, Indiana.
' "')

________

MENU. PLANNER

._______

Menu Planner. Perpetual,- automatic, vegetarian,' keeps all
meals in balance. Appreciated by all who plan meals. Price1
50c. Lasts always. Health and Character Education Institute,
Pine Mountain Valleyi Ca.
1-

_____________MUSIC

__________

Illuminated Hymns. Fifty choice creations profusely and beau
tifully illustrated in colors, original, different. Slides 2""
x2" double glass, at 60c each. Send for list. Health and
Character Education Institute, Pine Mountain Valley, Ca. 1'Songs Along' the Way—a fine booklet of genuine singable,
S.D.A. chpruses suitable for evangelism," Sabbath school,
MV, etc., all written by Harold Amadeus Miller, professor
of music, Sputhern Missionary College. Every music director,
chorister, singing evangelist will appreciate this. Price 50
cents. Southern Missionary College, Collegedale, Tenn.
6________OB)ECT TALK SUPPLIES________
You Can Entertain for all occasions with our Chalk Talk Ma
terial Send 10 cents for our illustrated catalog. Balda Art
Service, Dept. 88, Oshkosh, Wis.
_____1-

BAPTISTRY
Instantaneous Gas Water Heater
450 G.P.H. — 20° Rise
Write for
Folders

Sueeial Discount
to Churches

LITTLE GIANT MFG. CO.
907 - 7th

Orange, Texas

\H\ FOLDINGCHAIRS
"™\ ' • IN Steee. OR tttox*
v

FOLDING BANQUET'TABLES
CATALOGUE

J. P. REDINGTON&CO.
SCRANTONi
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Rarest Object Lesson Known—"The Story of the Crucifixion."
Three complete prepared lessons, material, directions, chart
and story. 30 cents postpaid. Evarett Mills, 1301 W 58
Place, Los Angeles, California.
7-l2t

____________RARE GIFTS__________
Thousands of boys and girls awakened to their need of Christ
and the S.S. through these gifts Introductory Offer, 50 Gifts
for $1.00—Surprise—three 35-cent gifts with each order.
Price list free. You will be pleased. Give each member of
your class a gift. Evarett Mills, 1301 W 58 Place, Los
Angeles, California.

__________ROBES AND CAPS__________
Choir, Pulpit, Baptismal, and Graduation Gowns. $5 up, taken
from rental stock. Free catalog mailed.
Lindner, 153-M West 33d St., New York City

__________SCOTCHLITE SIGNS________
Scotchlite 'Signs.—Bible conference, revival, highway direc
tional, service hour schedule, and any sign made to order.
Write for descriptive literature today. Active Church
Publicity, P.O. Box 829, Hammond, Indiana.

THE MINISTRY

You like to have the latest and best
missionary literature to help you in
your soul winning. We are happy to
tell you that more numbers of tracts
are now ready for you in the—

KNOW YOUR BIBLE SERIES
Practically the whole series, written especially to present the
message in a logical, forceful way, is now ready. A few tracts
are still in preparation. They are all in two colors, illustrated,
and are very appealing. Here is a list of the titles which are
available: •

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

The Book for Modern Man
Is Jesus Your Fr.end?
I Will Return
The Atomic Age
The Next Thousand Years
Is There a Heaven ?
Are We Heading for Armageddon?
The Road Back to God
Prayer and Your Problems
The Christian and His Money
A Daring Prophecy Proves True
Divine Preview of History
Christ's Advent Foretold
Judge of All Nations
God's Eternal Ten Words
Case Dismissed!
The Sabbath Christ Made
The Lord's Day in the New Testament
The Sabbath Man Made
Has the Sabbath Been Lost?
The Divine Comforter
The Biography of Satan
The Mystery of Life
How Will God Punish Sinners?
Your Body a Temple
Truth Triumphs!
The Seal of God
In the Steps of the Master
What Do Seventh-day Adventists Believe?

30. Victorious Living

31. The Acid Test of Prophecy (Ready soon)
32. Archaeology Proves the Bible True (Ready
soon)
33. Christ's Coming
. 34. Angels—Ministers of Mercy
35. Is God's Punishment for Sin Just?
36. The Bible and the Immortal Soul
37. Breaking One Means Breaking Ten
38. Two Laws—Moral, Ceremonial
39. The Blessing in the Sabbath
40. The Seventh-day Sabbath—Jewish or Chris
tian?
41. The Sabbath in Greek
42. What About the Cults?
43. Heritage of Freedom
44. Is Meat Necessary in the Diet?
45. Tobacco as Science Sees It (Ready soon)
46. The Problem of Alcohol
47. Will Men Have a Second Chance?
48. Is There Hope in Spiritism?
49. The Jews and Palestine
50. Evolution and the Bible
51. Is the Sabbath Vital?
52. How Esther Read Her Bible
53. The Baptism of the Spirit
54. Is Christ's Coming Secret?
55. Why Does God Permit Suffering?

Pacific Press Publishing Association, Mountain View, California

Package of 50, all one number . $ .65
In unbroken packages of 50, per 100 1.25
In unbroken packages of 50,
per 1,000
.......
12.50
Sample package, 1 each . . .
1.00
Add sales tax in states where required.

Novr. MBI.R, 1 U5 1
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OINTERS TO PROGRESS
Words of Comfort to Veterans
in the Cause

T

laborers to stand in their place, doing their
part to save men and women from being swept
downward by the mighty current of evil. He
desires them to keep the armor on till He bids
them lay it down.—ELLEN G. WHITE in Review
and Herald, Sept. 12, 1912. (See Acts of the
Apostles, pp. 572-574,)

HE history of John affords a striking illus
tration of the way in which God can use
aged workers. When John was exiled to the Isle
of Patmos, there were many who thought him
to be past service, an old and broken reed,
ready to fall at any time. But the Lord saw fit
to use. him still. Though banished from the
UR approach to error must not be a headscenes of his former labor, he did not cease to
on collision. It is easy to denounce. It
bear witness to the truth. Even in Patmos he requires neither genius nor love to do that.
made friends and converts. . . . And it was after But to find one's way into people's hearts, win
John had grown old . . . that he received more their confidence and affection, then lead them
communications from heaven than he had re
out of their error into truth—that truly is a
ceived during the rest of his lifetime.
challenge.
The frontal attack—giving it "straight from
The most tender regard should be cherished
for those whose life interest has been bound up the shoulder"—might be thought by some to be
with the work of God. These aged workers have strong preaching. But .people are not won to
stood faithful amid storm and trial. They may Christ by giving it straight from the shoulder.
have infirmities, but they still possess talents Instead the message must come straight from
that qualify them to stand in their place in the heart. It must be the outflowing of a deep
God's cause. Though worn, and unable to bear love. And love has a language of its own.
the heavier burdens that younger men can and
The frontal attack is doomed to failure for
should carry, the counsel that they can give is two reasons. First, we lose the confidence of
of the highest value.
those we are trying to win. And second, the
They may have made mistakes, but from victory is not permanent. "He that complies
their failures they have learned to avoid errors against his will, is ot his own opinion still."
and dangers, and are they not therefore com
Though we must be positive, we must deter
petent to give wise counsel? They have borne mine never to be destructive.
test and trial, and though they have lost some
The apostles had wonderful things to preach,
of their vigor, the Lord does not lay them aside. but if they had begun their evangelistic pro
He gives them special grace and wisdom.
grams by a denunciation of all the pagan gods,
Those who have served their Master when what success would they have had? Instead they
the work went hard, who endured poverty, and held up Jesus. "Look what we have found,"
remained faithful when there were few to stand they cried. "We have come to bring you glad
for truth, are to be honored and respected. The tidings." The gospel was good news, not just
good advice. Those preachers of another day
Lord desires the younger laborers to gain wis
dom, strength, and maturity by association with came as heralds of happiness bringing good
these faithful men. Let the younger men realize news. And that must always be in the fore
that in having such workers among them they ground of our preaching. The apostolic way of
are highly favored. Let them give them an hon
overcoming error was by the proclamation of
ored place in their councils.
the glad tidings. "Be hot overcome of evil, but
As those who have spent their lives in the overcome evil with good," said the great apostle.
service of Christ draw near to the close of their Do not let us approach the people by hitting
earthly ministry, they will be impressed by the them over the head with heavy testimonies and
Holy Spirit to recount the experiences that they then condemning them because they don't
have had in connection with His work. The believe as we do. Rather, let us show them a
better way. Then old habits and customs will
record of His wonderful dealings with His peo
ple, of His great goodness in delivering them fall away silently as do the old leaves of autumn
from trial, should be repeated to those newly when touched by the sap of the new life.
R. A. A.
come to the faith. God desires the old and tried"

O

Straight From the Heart!

